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Featured Speakers: Senator John McCain (invited)
and Mary Ellen Withrow, Treasurer of the United States
Other major speakers:
Regina M. Paolillo, CFO and EVP of GartnerGroup, the business information technology
research and consulting firm. "Business Transformation in the Information Age"
Rober t F. Young, Cha ir a nd CEO of Red Ha t, Inc., the high -tech Inter net compa ny

which developed the open source Red Hat Linux Operating System and the leading
competitor of Microsoft Windows. "Ingredients for Success"
W. Val Overson, National Taxpayer Advocate within the IRS.
Up To 34 Hours of CPE Available
Don't�Delay�•�Register�Early�•�Space�is�Limited
Call to receive the 81 st Annual Conference & Exposition Brochure and Registration Form.
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CALL
Or register
NOW:on
1- 800
line-at.
638www.imanet.org
-4427, Ext. 221

NEARLY TWO DECADES OF EXPERIENCE, MORE THAN
3,000 CLIENTS AND THE #1 STOCK PLAN SOFTWARE.
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If Activity -Based Costing is the answer...

What is the question ?
Cost-to-Serve?
Customer Profitability?
Product Profitability?
Make vs. Buy?
Discover whether ABC/M makes sense for your
organization and what it can and can't do. Gary
Cokins, an internationally recognized expert ABC/M
speaker and author has drafted several white papers
to answer the many questions organizations face
when discussing whether ABC/M is right for them.
The answers in these white papers might trigger
an idea worth millions for your organization.
Select which white papers you'd like:
• If ABC is the Answer, What is the Question?
• Are All Your Customers Profitable (to You)?
• Measuring Supply Chain Management using ABC /M
• ABC's Linkage to Unused Capacity Management
• Project Accounting and ABC /M
• Performance Measures and ABC /M:
The Flowering of a New Era
• New Age Accounting: Activity -Based Budgeting

To receive your choice of these white papers,
email us at info @abctech.com, call 1.800.882.3141 or
1.503.617.7100, or visit our website at www.abctech.com

ABC Technoloeies
www.ahctecn.com

The ABC Authority.
For Answers. Not Just More Information.
Use Literature Priority Code# SF400
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No profits, no assets, and no experience —yet the market capitalization of Internet companies is $1.1 trillion. Are
the traditional tools of valuation obsolete? 0

36 BankingGoesVirtual BY

JONAT HAN
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Small businesses can benefit just as much from online banking as large companies because it allows them access to
a whole new range of services. And they may well have to use this new medium to stay competitive. 0
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Deregulation of financial services and a shift to an electronic
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on a daily basis. 0
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Articles meet CPE requirements for:
NASBA and IMA /CMA /CFM or * IMA /CMA /CFM

Q

For information on earning CPE by reading Strategic Finance, visit the IMA
website, www.imanet.org, or contact Alice Hayes at (201) 573.9000, ext. 213;
fax (201) 573 -8185; or by e-mail at ahayes@imanet.org.
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To be or not to be.

After the new system has been installed, the real
work begins: Implementing the system and
retaining experienced project team members to
continue to serve the corporation with their added
knowledge. 0
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Conducting an effective
interview.

BESTPRACTICES14
Illuminating culture.

TAXES18
Employee use of a home office —Part 2.

PRACTICEANALYSIS79
Skills needed for entry-level management
accounting positions.
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Are you ready for Internet banking? • To talk
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BY MICHAEL CASTELLUCCIO

A young man with a dream became a huge success
by giving away his product on the Internet. That's
how eProject.com, maker of project management
software, was created. 0

TOOLSOFTHETRADE70
The future of business at the iEC Expo.

TECHFORUM73
64SharedServices:MovingBeyondSuccess
BY BOB CE CIL

Consolidating the finance functions, if implemented correctly, can lead to improvements of 6% to
10% per year. These 12 suggestions will help financial managers realize real cost savings and reach the
ultimate goal "to make transactions disappear." Q
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To Be or Not to Be Iby C.S. "Bud" Kulesza, CMA, CFM

F I N AN C E E D IT O R

Alan Levinsohn
CO P Y E D ITO R

"To be or not to be: that is the question." This quote from Shake-

David Nman
AR T D I R E C T O R

speare has great application to the IMA as we face the challenges

Mary Zisk

before us in our association. We can even paraphrase it to "What to

PR OD UC TION

Manager. Lisa Nasuta
Patricia L. Keeley

be or what not to be ?" as we consider the direction that IMA must

CIR C U LATIO N

take as we move forward to provide members with real value.
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and now the CFM. I thought that the
educational programs and chapter
meetings might even get a boost
from the need to find inexpensive
opportunities for satisfying the CPE requirement.
But I was mistaken! Having such a requirement
has not helped in those
areas. Membership continues to decline, and although we can't directly
attribute it to the CPE requirement, I think most
vJtESZA
of us would agree that
having such a requirement hasn't
helped membership growth.
The time has come for the leadership of IMA to listen to what the
grassroots members are telling us,
whether we agree or not, and then
act accordingly. We cannot continue
to postpone the effective date of the
CPE requirement if implementation
is what the general membership
wants. And if they are not in favor of
the CPE requirement, then let's remove it so we can move along with
recruiting new members who may
have been de- continued on page 83

James M. Hart
ASSIS TANT P UB LI SHE R

Robert F. Randall
ASSOC IATE P UB LI SHE R

F. Peter McGrath
ADVE R TI SING R E P R E SE NT ATIVE S

IPC Enterprises
Beth Susi (Southeastern sales)
Tony McLean (Northeastern sales)
Will Carter (Western sales)
142 East 30th Street
New York, NY 10016
(212) 252 -0222
Coordinator. Alice Schulman
(800) 638 -4427, ext. 280
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IMA
AuUwrimtion to photocopy Strategic Finance. Items
for internal or personal use, or the internal or
personal use of specific clients, is granted by the
IMA to libraries and other users registered with
the Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) Transactional
Reporting Service, provided that the base fee of
$3.00 per copy, plus 304 per page, is paid directly to
CCC, 222 Rosewood DrNe, Danvers, MA 01923.
(www.comffUft.com ISSN 1524833X, $3.00 + 304.
Quantity reprints of arty article in Strategic Finance
or back issues (subject to availability) may be
obtained from IMA, Circulation Department,

BPA

10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645 1760. (800) 638-0427, ext. 280 or
(201) 573 -9000. Fax: (201) 573-0639.
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A number of years ago, IMA
passed a bylaw that instituted a continuing education (CPE) requirement of 10 hours per year as a condition of membership. In
subsequent years IMA
has continued to defer
the implementation of
the requirement. Beginning January 1, 2001, the
minimum standard of
continuing education will
increase to 20 hours per
year. All CPE hours must
meet the qualitative specifications set forth by the Institute of
Certified Management Accountants.
Of course, holders of IMA professional certifications must continue to
meet a minimum standard for CPE
as established by the ICMA Board of
Regents.
At the time the bylaw change was
made I recall thinking about the
need to professionalize the IMA and
that having a CPE requirement
would force members into getting
the education they needed and might
also include other side benefits such
as increased applicants for the CMA

Alice Schulman
ED ITO R IAL CO N SU LTAN T

E -mail: info®strategicfinancemag.com

IfTHEAUDITORSFOUNDIT, WECANFINIT...

Your audit's over, and the good news is: you do have choices
in dealing with the outcome. At RHI Management Resources,
we believe in letting the experts do what they do best. We have
seasoned professionals with hands -on industry expertise who
can provide you with cost - effective solutions. And we've built
our reputation on doing it better than anyone else.

Call the Project financial Professionalssm

888.400.7474

www.rhimr.com
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Messmer, Editor

Conducting an Effective Interview
Today the cliche "good people are hard to find" holds special meaning for employers in search of quality personnel. The unemployment rate is hovering near its
lowest level in a generation, thanks largely to what's now the longest economic
expansion in U.S. history.
In this environment, the most qualified finance and accounting candidates have many employment opportunities from which to choose.
Companies feel fortunate to secure interviews with these individuals rather
than the other way around. Given this
backdrop, you need to take every step
to maximize your potential when
meeting with candidates. That said,
here are eight steps to a good
interview.
* Clearly identify the qualities
and talents that you'd like to see
In a candidate. Develop a rating

system to use when evaluating all applicants so that each person is given
the same consideration. Identify the
key success factors for the position— whether it's knowledge of a specific financial software application or experience working in a particular segment of the industry.
Rank these areas based on how important they are when
identifying the right person for the job.
Don't forget to prepare a range of targeted questions
that address problem - solving abilities, business aptitude,
and interpersonal skills. Financial professionals are often
consulted in strategic matters outside the accounting department, making these skill areas just as important to
evaluate as financial and software knowledge.
10
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• Realize that first impressions can have a significant effect on a candidate's opinion about your
company. Remember when the applicant had to do all

the impressing during a job interview? That's not the case
anymore. Given the numerous opportunities available to
quality candidates, you need to show your interest in an
applicant as well. You can accomplish this objective by listening attentively and treating the meeting more as a discussion than an interrogation. Individuals who have a
positive first impression of your company may feel comfortable revealing more information about themselves.

An activity-based analysis
framework strong enough to
spanyourentireenterprise...
Astrategicdecision-support
systemthatdeliverstargeted
information to every level
of the business...

!'

tN
i

Thecornerstoneofbusiness
performance management...

Engineered for Success
... of course, our competitors have a
creative approach, as well.

AR M S T R O N G

LAING
.s

www.metify.com

800.883.4111
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job at hand can make a candidate
feel more relaxed, which may result
in the revelation of certain facts that
can help you arrive at your decision.
At the same time, be careful not to
undermine the seriousness of the
hiring process or detract from your
professional image and the individual's impression of your company.

And the more you can learn about a
prospective employee, the better you
can determine whether to invite him
or her for a second interview.
Be sure to highlight key facts
about your company that the applicant will find appealing. Even if you
work for a smaller organization that
can't offer high starting salaries,
market other aspects from a better than- average benefits package to
flexible work schedules to a more relaxed dress code. Don't assume that
the individual will learn this information by visiting your website or
reviewing brochures —make it part
of the interview discussion.
• Be professional, but also
know when to be casual. Al-

though hiring is an important
process, it doesn't require you to be
completely serious throughout the
entire interview. Interjecting humor
or raising a topic unrelated to the
12
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• Rephrase a question if the ap-

ing challenging questions about prior employers. You could reasonably
assume that he or she might have a
hard time working in an environment where snap decisions are necessary. Similarly, someone who provides succinct answers would
probably work well in a position
where good communication skills
are required.

plicant provides an insufficient

• Watch for warning signs.

answer. When rephrasing a ques-

These can range from a candidate
talking too negatively to appearing a
tad restless when asked certain questions. Body language is important in
evaluating a candidate but shouldn't
be a key factor in determining
whether he or she would make a
good employee.
* Don't rush to judgment. Formulating opinions about a candidate
too quickly may result in a poor decision, which can prove costly to
your firm. Making a fast decision because you're worried the candidate
may take another position can have
the same outcome.
• End on a positive note. Leave
all candidates with a favorable impression of your company. This is
important whether or not you plan
to invite someone back for a second
interview because word -of -mouth
can lead other professionals to apply
for positions at your firm. Also, you
may change your mind about
whether you want to bring in a candidate for a second interview. While
you never want to lower your standards to fill a job opening, realize
that certain people are more impressive during a second meeting than
they are during the initial one. ■

tion, try to make it more inviting to
the candidate. For example, if you
originally ask, "What don't you like
about your current position ?" and
receive a vague response, ask a less
threatening question, such as, "What
are some of the facets of your current accounts payable job that you
enjoy the least ?" Don't feel uncomfortable asking the question again,
especially if the answer to the query
is, in your judgment, critically important in determining the accounting candidate's potential at your
firm. You deserve full disclosure before making any hiring decision.
• Read between the lines. You

can obtain a substantial amount of
valuable information about an applicant by closely evaluating his or her
responses. For example, consider a
candidate who has difficulty answer-

Separate yourse lf
from the Crowd...
Become a CMA (Certified
Management Accountant) or CFM
(Certified in Financial Management)
Let Lambers show you how you can
achieve these goals right in your own home!

Lambers

CMA/CFM REVIEW

For information or sample video
CALL 1- 800 - 272 -0707
www.lamberscpa.com
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Max Messmer is chairman and CEO
of Robert Half International Inc.,
parent company of Robert Half,
Accountemps, and RHI Management
Resources.
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Best Practices I

By Bob Gunn, Editor

Illuminating Culture
CULTURE IS THE MOST INTANGIBLE INGREDIENT OF

all institutions. Great companies, good governments,
valuable philanthropies, and excellent public services all
share a common denominator —a set of behaviors and
norms that not only feel right but also serve to advance
the organization's purpose. Like an invisible hand, they
guide and sustain everyone touched by the enterprise
and, in so doing, define its essential being.
The funny thing is that culture, while obvious, is largely invisible. It is never more apparent than when a new
employee, customer, vendor, or member of the public
first touches the institution. It shows up as an expectation, a request, a tone of voice, a
feeling. But in a short while it
Y
'1
"disappears" from view and becomes "just the way things
are around here." Culture is
as pervasive as the air we
breathe, yet we are as oblivious of it as fish are of the
sea's waters.
If you want to validate
this, go ask some recent
hires to share their observations from their first week
on the job. What they tell you
a

about behaviors or expectaFO
w
Z

s
J
J
i=

tions will seem very familiar.
You may be surprised by what they make of culture, but
what will be evident to all of you is its utter clarity.
With a little reflection, you will see culture's manifesta-

z

tion in policies, rules, processes, recruiting, training and
0

development, vendor relationships, memos, leader behavior, customer relations, and hallway conversations.

J
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But while the behaviors are visible, putting your finger
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on their source is far more difficult. Did they just materialize out of thin air, or did someone consciously create
them? If they happened by design, how was this done and
who did it? What sustains the culture and keeps it vibrant
and relevant? And how does an institution's culture relate
to its strategies and objectives?
These questions are rarely addressed, not because they
are unimportant, but rather because "culture" lives deep
within our souls. It is a feeling rather than something that
can be voiced or written down.
Culture originates from the simplest answer to a very straightforward
question: "What matters to us now ?"
In other words, what is important, at
I
this moment, to the people who make
up this institution?
Often when this question is
posed, people respond with an off hand remark. For example, in a
consulting firm they might jokingly
say, "Getting your time sheet in."
What is so profound about one's
time sheet?
Keep up your efforts at answering the question. "Why are time sheets important ?"
One response might be that law requires it; another, that most expenses are billed to clients so compliance is necessary for cash flow reasons. These answers
are perfectly valid, but they are also the kinds of conventional answers that keep people from looking below
the surface. For example, what if the firm bills clients
by the job rather than by the hour? In that case, why
would adhering to time - filing standards be important?
Deeper meaning can be found by exploring the transcendental— seeking the feelings of joy, grace, warmth,

Your total project accounting solution —from the project accounting experts.
The same seamless integration that's
been helping Great Plains® Dynamics
and Dynamics C /S+ users solve their
project management problems is about
to do the same for Sage Software's
Acuity" users.* Designed especially for
professional services firms, its easy -tolearn, easy -to -use functionality can
help you track all financial activities for
projects, including budgets, time and

billing expenses, project costings,
inventory, and profit recognition for
instant business analysis. Real time,
anytime.
1.

,

'C9_

Intellisol

Xpede, our

PROJECY- exclusive

Xpede
new module
provides remote time and expense entry
and job status inquiry from Windows
CE palm devices, the Internet, or corporate intranets to help you manage
projects more simply, more efficiently,
more profitably.
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that something was amiss —employ ees simply accepted that "this is just
the way things are." So it looked perfectly normal for walk -in customers
to deserve a comfortable chair to
work on their transactions while the
receptionist had to stand all day behind a tiny desk that could scarcely
support the weight of its computer!
The bad news is that creating an
institution where the culture has
deep meaning is done one person at
a time. The good news is that you
can be that one person.
The way to begin is to look within
and ask what really matters to you.
Share your feelings and insights with
others, and then explore what is
meaningful to them. You will be
amazed at how this simple act leads
to the discovery that we are truly in
this together and fundamentally
share the same human longings for
peace, tranquility, joy, and appreciation. Like a rock thrown into a pool,
your action will create ripples, and
those ripples will spread.
At some point various statements
will begin to emerge and resonate
deeply. And these simple words will
become signposts directing everyone's thoughts toward what really
matters at your institution.
This mind -set, another word for
culture, generates feelings that touch
everyone deeply. It is from these feelings that people begin to get insights
about what is possible, given what
matters. And that is the beginning of
crafting an institutional vision that
has impact and staying power. ■
Bob Gunn leads Gunn Partners, a 50person consulting firm that helps Fortune 500 companies improve the relevance, value, and productivity ofstaff
functions. You can call Bob at (617)
747 -5010 or e-mail him at
.

contract.
Integrity can generate feelings of
grace since "all is right" in your
world when it is present. Or possibly
what matters is that taking care of
the details of work frees people to
think more clearly and freshly about
client matters without having nagging feelings of undone tasks. You
know how good it feels when the
closets of your mind are clean and
uncluttered.
Once people discover this deeper,
heartfelt logic for themselves, it becomes inconceivable for them not to
comply with time -sheet requirements. And the answers to the question, "Why does it matter ?" become
universal truths that shape actions in
subtle and wonderful ways.
In fact, what you will quickly discover if you probe your company's
cultural norms is the extent to which
philosophically deep, human values
are used to govern actions and decisions everywhere.
What great institutions have in
common is a keener awareness that
what matters most are these timeless, universal, or what some might
even call spiritual principles. Such
institutions know that decisions and
actions will seem right and obvious
when people are basing them on

universally accepted principles.
Consider for example, that organizations with deeply rooted values
are able to:
■ Carry out their affairs globally
with one voice (Royal Dutch Shell—
The Living Company);
■ Inoculate the institution against
reversals of fortune because people
are willing to give their best in the
face of adversity ( Johnson & Johnson's Credo);
■ Service customers with a certain
ease and grace (FedEx's formula of
People, Service, Profit);
■ Employ diverse talent and yet
forge winning teams (the Chicago
Bulls or the San Francisco 49ers);
■ Bring out the best in others (the
Girl Scouts);
■ Get a kick out of work (Southwest Airlines);
■ Treat people with compassion
while rising to the performance challenge (WVU Medical School); or
■ Innovate with verve because
mistakes are tolerated (The HP Way).
One reason there are only a handful of great, enduring organizations
is that the people in most institutions
have not thought deeply enough
about what matters to them. When
culture rests on weak footings and
the question, "What matters ?" isn't
well thought out, organizations are
less resilient to hard knocks and less
responsive to all their stakeholders.
Perhaps you have seen this yourself.
One financial services firm comes
to mind. This company is renowned
for its first -class customer service —
no request is too small. Yet employees say the place is harsh, unforgiving, and arbitrary. While the firm
has been the clear leader in its field,
its market position is eroding, for
this discrepancy in its culture shows
up in small ways every day. Until recently, it had not occurred to anyone

bgunn@gunnpartners.com

compassion, or gratitude.
These profound feelings touch
deep human values and have staying
power. For example, if adhering to
time - reporting requirements is done
because it is a mark of respect toward others — people need your time
sheet to do their work —then your
action gives dignity to their role and
helps you develop feelings of appreciation for their work. Adhering to
such requirements can be a sign of
integrity—of meaning what you said
when you accepted this accountability as part of the employment
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Say hello to Abra Payroll and kiss your payroll service bureau goodbye. Yes, Abra Payroll software pays for itself in
less than a year. And yes, Abra Payroll has no hidden costs or service fees. But the truth is, Abra Payroll gives you back some
things that are just as important as money — control, accuracy and access to your payroll information. No wonder your payroll
service bureau hopes you don't find out about it. For more information and a free Abra Suite interactive CD, which includes an
Abra Payroll demo, call 800 - 424 -9392 ext. 3735. Or visit our Web site at www.bestsoftware.com /pay7.
The Best logo, Abra Payroll and Abra Suite are all registered trademarks of Best Software, Inc.
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Call us now for a FREE Abr a Suite demonst r a tion CD.

www.bestsoftware.com /pay7_ 800.424.9392 x3735
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Taxes I

Anthony P. Curatola, Editor

Employee Use of a Home Office Part 2
FOR THE PAST TWO MONTHS, WE'VE LOOKED AT HOW

to claim a home -office deduction. In February, we discussed the general requirements for claiming a deduction.
In March, we discussed the courts' positions on what was
necessary to satisfy the convenience of the employer requirement. Finally, this
month we'll discuss the
courts' positions on satisfying
the exclusive use requirement.
A home office must be used
exclusively and regularly in
order to qualify under section
280A. The courts look to the
facts and circumstances of
each case in arriving at their
final decision, just as they did
for the convenience of the
employer requirement.
To begin, a home office
generally won't satisfy the exclusive use test if the area has
multiple uses. The Tax Court
ruled in the Langer (63 TCM
1900, TC Memo 1992 -42
(1992)) case that the use of
the company's lounge area for
piano lessons didn't satisfy the
exclusive use requirement.
The lounge area, for example, had a television, popcorn
machine, jukebox, and sofas for the parents to rest on.
The exclusive use requirement of section 280A wouldn't
be satisfied if the office in the home area were used by the
taxpayer for social purposes. In this case, it's difficult to
18
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believe that the lounge was being used exclusively for
business.
In contrast to Langer, the Tax Court found in the
Weightman (42 TCM 104, TC Memo 1981 -301 (1981))
decision that the partial use
of Weightman's bedroom as a
home office did satisfy the exclusive use requirement.
These two court decisions are
consistent with the legislative
history. That is, the Senate Finance Committee report stated that:
Exclusive use of a portion of
a taxpayer's dwelling unit
means that the taxpayer must
use a specific part ofa dwelling
unit solely for the purpose of
carrying on his trade or business. The use ofa portion of a
dwelling unit for both personal
purposes and for the carrying
on ofa trade or business does
not meet the exclusive use test.
Thus, for example, a taxpayer
who uses a den in his dwelling
unit to write legal briefs, prepare tax returns, or engage in
similar activities as well as for
personal purposes, will be denied a deduction for the expenses paid or incurred in connection with the use ofthe
residence which are allocable to these activities... (S. Rept.
94 -938 (1976),1976-3 C. B. (Vol. 3) 49, 186.)

Another twist to the exclusive use requirement is where

How to d i v e for d a t a w i t h o u t a t a n k .

It's down there. Somewhere. The piece of
data you need to complete your report. But
how quickly will you be able to uncover it?
With the enhanced PowerDrill "' feature in
SBT ProSerielT" 6.0, you can dive deep into
your databases, find the numbers you're
looking for, and be up for air in no time flat.
Our relational browser technology lets you
tab between custom windows, drill down on
any key field, and view as much transaction
detail as you need.
Every one of the new Pro Series 6.0 features
was designed to improve your speed and
capabilities: Message Master " =a point and -click system for sending any form or
report via email, fax or as a file attachment;
Pro,klert " =a trigger -based system for automating process flows; MAP[ email and
Microsoft® Internet Explorer accessibility,
and many more.
Based exclusively on Microsoft Visual Studio®
Pro Series 6.0 offers unlimited options for
customization and growth, and is the smart
choice for any company that wants to use
technology as an advantage.
Isn't it time your company tool, Hit,Itlunrr'.'
To find out more, call us tll 800 - 873 -7282.

TRY IT FREE
Call 800 - 873 -7282,
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a person can have a de minimis personal use of a home office and still
satisfy section 280A. Hughes (41
TCM 1153, TC Memo 1981 -140
(1981)) used his walk -in closet attached to his bedroom as his home
office. The closet contained a desk,
computer, telephone, and filing cabinets. It was used exclusively and regularly for business. But Hughes
needed to walk through the closet to
get into his bathroom for personal

use. The Tax Court held that this
level of de minimis use (that is,
walking through a closet) would not
disqualify the exclusive use of the
room.
To complete the exclusive use issue, we turn to the use of a single
home office for multiple businesses.
The Tax Court ruled in the Hamacher (94 TC 348 (1990)) case that:
When a taxpayer utilizes one home
office in conducting numerous busi-
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ness activities, each and every business
use must satisfy the exclusive use requirement of section 280A(c)(1). Otherwise, the exclusive use requirement
of that section will not be satisfied and
the general non - deductibility provision of section 280A(a) will apply.
Therefore, if only one of a number of
uses qualifies under subparagraph
(A), (B), or (C) of section 280A(c)(1),
the expenses attributable to the business use of a home office will not be
allowable as deductions even if the
other uses are business related.
Failing to qualify a person's home
office under section 280A has another important consequence to the
taxpayer. Transportation expenses
from a person's home office that
doesn't qualify as a home office under section 280A to a client's office
are treated as commuting expenses,
which aren't deductible (see, for example, Genck, 75 TCM 1984, TC
Memo 1998 -105 (1998)). Likewise,
transportation expenses from a person's home office that qualifies as a
home office under section 280A to a
client's office are treated as travel expenses between places of business
and, therefore, are deductible.
In summary, the Tax Relief Act of
1997 has expanded the meaning of
a principal place of business for a
home office. But the taxpayer must
be vigilant that the home office is
used exclusively and regularly in order to qualify under section 280A.
Furthermore, the employee must
satisfy the requirement that the
home office is for the convenience
of the employer. This is not a slam dunk. ■
Anthony P. Curatola is Joseph P.
Ford Professor of Accounting at
Drexel University, Philadelphia,
Pa. He can be reached at
curatola @worldnet.att.net.
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Are You Ready for Internet
Banking? Kathy Williams, Editor

WEB REPORTING
I f y o u wa n t t o fi n d o u t

NOT YET, APPARENTLY. VIRTUAL BANKS HAVE ONLY ABOUT 200,000 CUSTOMERS
so far. And even though the largest brick - and - mortar banks like Fleet, Wells Fargo, First
Union, Citibank, Chase Manhattan, Bank One, and Bank of America claim Internet customers in the hundreds of thousands —some even a couple of million —less than 5% of

wh a t i n fo r m a t i o n m o s t
companies are reporti n g o n t h e i r we b si t e s,
ta k e a l o ok a t a r ecen t

all I1 1; hn nk c n ffe r tr n nc nc t in na l

Fi na ncia l Accou nt i ng

Internet services.

St anda rds B oa rd publi -

� i

The reason? The banking industry is in the midst of a transformation, with customers driving the

c a t i o n c a l l e d Ele c tro n ic
Distrib u tio n o f Bu sine ss
Re p o rt i n g I n fo rm a ti o n .

changes, Laura Starita, an analyst

It ca p tu r es no t ab l e

with the GartnerGroup, explained

cu r rent p racti ces in

at the Internet & Electronic Com-

bu siness r epor t ing by a

merce Conference in New York City

wi d e r a n g e o f U . S .

last month. Banks have been operating under their old, siloed, prod-

c omp ani es .

t

uct- centric business models and

T h e r e p o r t a l so

only recently have begun leveraging

describes and gives

technology so they can offer their

li nk s to in ve st o r we b -

customers new ways to do business.

si t e s a n d f o r u m s t h a t

They resisted the move to find out

a re in flu enc ing th e wa y

what customers wanted and how to

informat ion is d eli ver ed

serve them better until consumers

( D o w J o n e s , B o wn e ,

put their money other places and

a n d t h e M o t l e y F o o l , fo r

competitors established a Web presence. Now they're playing catch -up and will have to

e x a m p l e ) . An d i t d i s -

make great strides in the next year or two or else, Starita noted. She said Gartner expects

cu sses leg a l a nd o t h er

to see at least a 65% growth in transactional offerings by the end of 2001, with a surge in

issues t ha t wou l d be

activity this year.
Banks are really going to have to make their sites customer friendly, Starita added. Gart-

in ter esti n g t o co mpa -

ner found that only 5% of 108 million Internet consumers bank online and a third of

l i s h m o r e i n fo r m a t i o n

those who had tried banking online gave it up. Why? Consumers said the process was too

on t h ei r sit es.

nies who want to pu b-

complicated, the fees were high, and they didn't receive good service. They were also worried about security.
To attract new customers, banks will have to offer them more than the ability to check

T o g et a co py of t he 9 4 -

balances, transfer funds, or pay bills. This means bill presentment, personalization of ser-

"R e c e n t Ad d i t i o ns" se c -

pa ge r epor t , go t o t he

vices, and a range of products for one -stop shopping, Starita said. Some of the more cre-

tion of the FASB site a t

ative solutions will develop from banks partnering with

www.fasb.ora.
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FAMILY

&

INPUT
MEDICAL LEAVE ACT

just completed your article[ "The

To Talk About Ethics, We Must Train
on Ethics Curtis C. Verschoor, CMA, Editor

FamilyandMedicalLeaveAct:An
EXAMPLES OF ETHICAL PROBLEMS IN ORGANIZATIONS ARE ALL AROUND US

2000]. You unfortunately arecorrect in

nowadays. When we read about what is happening, our foremost feeling is: "Am I ever
glad that didn't happen here!" We enjoy reading about other people's ethical problems.
But are we talking about ethics in a substantive way? Do we know how to respond to
our own ethical dilemmas? How can we learn? Companies must provide training about
ethics so that employees can talk— really talk —about issues and concerns that matter
to them.
My own consulting experience shows:
Employees are hungry to talk about the ethics issues they really face in the
workplace.
Employees are eager to learn how to solve ethical dilemmas.
Companies aren't responding as quickly as employees would like.
Employees know that tough issues arise in the workplace. They're eager to discuss
these issues and to learn how to resolve them. At training workshops, employees are
amazed at the complexity of the dilemmas they and their colleagues face.
So what are companies doing about this?
Best -in -class organizations in all industries
are providing training in business ethics.
Frequently, these companies have
robust ethics and compliance
initiatives that share the
many features common
to mature ethics programs. In addition to
values statements,
codes of conduct, compliance guides, employ ee help lines, ongoing
communication programs, unified disciplinary programs,
internal investigations, and Board -level oversight, these companies are providing training— serious, focused, interactive training.
Ethics training is exciting and demanding. It stirs the moral imagination. It's memorable. It's noisy and involving. It engages all the senses.
Great ethics training gives employees an opportunity to recognize, appreciate, and
resolve real ethical dilemmas. Employees learn how to apply a decision - making template that assists them in dealing with the issues they face on the job. They gain valuable skills that they can take back and apply in the workplace. What they learn in the
classroom is immediately transferable to their work.
continued on page 26

dotted and crossedandan
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until late last year. I did not haveall the
employeewasabletotakeFMLAleave
after thetimerequired byour union
contract. Sincetheneveryemployee
absencenowgeneratesaFMLAletter,
and[we] haveestablishedan improved
record-keepingsystem totrackthe
timeoff.Anemployeehandbookwas
alsowrittensotheFMLAcouldbecovered.Themainproblem nowistraining

,

thesupervisorsandhavingthem follow

•

nywascorrectlyapplyingtheFMLA

•

theunintendedproblemstheFMLAhas
causedemployers.Ithoughtmycompa-

•

Employer'sPerspective",February

theFMLArequirements.
BobBarnhouse

,

JOB WELL DONE
I would like to takethis opportunity to
express myappreciationof your [C.S.
"Bud" Itulesza] leadership. Over the
past months, I havereadyour articles
[Perspectives] inStrateeicFinanceand
observedthechangesthat havebeen
madeinIMA.Yourmagazinearticlesare
direct and truthful. In fact, your article
ontheCMAexam inspiredmetostart
studyingfortheCMAexam.TheCMA
Exam Scholarshipprogram wasagreat
ideatoencourageandprovideassistancetostudentsintaking theexam.
Thestudentsareour leadersfor tomorrow. let's start them off right (with
IMA) whiletheyareinschool, before
theybecomemanagersandCFOs.
Millicent M. Poole
President,IMA-BirminghamChapter
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[ G O V E R N M E N T ]

Stepped Up Fight Against Corporate
Tax Shelters I Stephen Barlas, Editor
GIVEN THE UNLIKELIHOOD OF
Congress passing the Clinton ad-

out about a questionable shelter.

tics (for example, ifthe company

Otherwise, the department really has

reduced taxable income by $5 mil -

ministration's anti -tax shelter legisla-

no formal alert system.

or ifit paid a promot-

tive package, the Treasury Department is moving on its own— admin-

added, `And there are ch
that abuse of the corpo-

n $100,000 to set up
to deal). Wall Street and

istratively, so no congressional

rate tax code is becom-

ccounting firms that set

approval is needed —to make corpo-

ing more sophisticated

up shelters would have

rate use ofostensibly illegal tax shel-

and harder to detect:

maintain lists of
nvestors in potential

ters much more difficult. In late

companies are demand-

February, Treasury announced a

ing `black box' features

number of proposed rules. Treasury
Secretary Lawrence Summers said

in their transactions.'

that although previous efforts result-

are designed to create an early warn-

to the investor and make them available to the IRS on demand for seven

ed in the successful killing of illegal

ing system ofsorts. One rule would

years. Third, promoters would have

shelters such as Lease -In, Lease -Out

require companies to disclose on

to disclose any transaction offered

(LILO), these efforts have been "ad

their corporate tax returns any tax
shelter that met certain characteris-

under conditions of confidentiality

hoc." Treasury can act only ifit finds

The rules Summers announced

tax shelters as well as
any benefits accruing

that has a

con tin u ed on page 26

Activity -Based Information Systems
Ilr IMPLEMENTING AN ACTIVITY -BASED
information system requires understanding all the

implementations of ABC systems. First, Nair points out
how costs were allocated by most companies in the

ramifications of the change. If a per-

past and the inherent weakness in

son isn't careful, he or she may fall

conducting today's business using this

prey t o a common i mpleme ntation pit-

model. For example, direct labor was

fall. Activity-Based Information Sys-

a driver of overhead, which therefore

tems, written by Mohan Nair and pub-

was allocated 80% based on labor.

lished by John Wiley & Sons, covers all

Now, with automated work, direct

the ground necessary for a successful

labor is only 20% of the mix. Still, in

installation, from a history of ABC sys-

some companies, direct labor remains

tems to a n impl emen ta ti on r oa dmap

the driving force for overhead alloca-

and case studies, without dwelling on

tions. The author points out the impor-

any one topic. Graphic depictions illus-

tan ce of ha vi ng t op man agemen t su p-

trate the book, and a CD containing

port to guarantee success of ABC

prod uct demos, ba ckgr oun d in for mation, and Internet links complements the text.
The book begins with a history of cost allocations
and flows smoothly to examples of current successful

implementat ion. Many i mplementation projects will be doomed without this support
wor ki ng a s an agen t for cha nge. T op ma na ge me nt
must stand behind the pro-

con ti nu ed on pa ge 83
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[ E T H I C S ] cont'd from p. 24

[ G O W T ] cont'd from p. 25

Several great things happen when
companies provide excellent training
programs in ethics for all their
employees:
• Organizations affirm that ethical dilemmas do occur in the workplace. Employees learn that their
companies appreciate the complexity
of their jobs.
• Organizations give employees
permission to work through hard
issues. Employees learn that it is
okay to raise ethical dilemmas with
their colleagues and supervisors.

"significant purpose" of tax avoid-

• Organizations teach employees
the vocabulary and language of ethical decision making. Employees
practice using new words and concepts that allow them to really talk
about ethics in a substantive way.
• Organizations and employees
learn to make better decisions. When
companies and employees apply a
decision - making template, they learn
not only how to think through complex situations but also how to
explain the decisions they have made.
When everyone starts to talk
about ethics at the workplace, we all
gain. Then we gain even more when
employees learn how to handle difficult situations in an effective way. in
Joan Elise Dubinsky, Esq., directs the
Rosentreter Group, a management
consulting firm that provides expert
assistance to organizations in business
ethics, corporate compliance, and
human resources issues. She can be
reached via e-mail at dubinsk y
erols.com.
Curt Uerschoor, CMA, CPA, CIA,
CFE, Ed.D., is the Ledger & Quill
Research Professor, School of Account ing, DePaul University. His e-mail
address is cverscho @condor.depaul.
CIL•
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ance or evasion and promoter fees
above $100,000.
This information would flow into
the new IRS division of large and
mid -sized businesses that has been
created as part of the latest IRS reorganization. The division, which
should be operational by June, will
have a tax shelter office of about 15
people. Larry Langdon, commissioner of the new division, says the office
will release a field guide of sorts to
help steer companies away from illegal shelters.

More on Earnings
Management
The SEC just put out a proposed rule
that would require enhanced corporate financial reporting meant to discourage "earnings management," a
bugaboo Arthur Levitt, Jr., has been
fighting. Two new items would be set
up within Regulation S -K. The objective is to improve the "transparency"
of financial reporting. The first, Item
302 (c), would address disclosure
requirements for activities involving
valuation and loss accrual accounts.
Rule 12 -09 in Reg. S -X already exists
to address this, but compliance is
mixed, possibly due to a lack of general agreement as to what constitutes
a valuation or reserve account. In
addition, diversity in practice has
resulted from varying approaches to
combining individually insignificant
account balances. In Item 302 (c), the
SEC proposes to list commonly
reported loss accrual and/or valuation accounts that the Commission
would expect a registrant to present
within that Item. It should be noted
that the list is suggestive, not allinclusive.
302 (d), the second new item,
deals with information related to

property, plant, and equipment and
related accumulated depreciation,
depletion, and amortization. As an
enhancement to Rules 12 -06 and 1207 of Reg. S -X, which were eliminated in 1994, disclosure under 302 (d)
would be similar to that under the
old rules.

International Accounting
Standards
The SEC has been ruminating out
loud for a few years about whether
to force foreign companies that want
to have their stock listed on U.S.
exchanges to adhere to tougher
financial reporting standards. That
"thinking- through" process went to
the next step when the SEC released
a concepts paper on the issue in
February. It didn't come to any decisions; it simply lays out numerous
issues and asks for input. But the
underlying question is whether foreign companies should be forced to
adhere to standards much closer to
those of their American counterparts
(GAAP). Today, a foreign company
can use International Accounting
Standards Commission (IASC) standards for reports filed with the SEC
as long as those financial reports
contain an audited reconciliation to
U.S. GAAR Information relating to
areas such as cash flow, business
combinations, and effects of foreign
exchange rates, however, requires no
reconciliation. Statements done in
compliance with IASC standards
contain less detailed information
than those squared with U.S. GAAP
in five broad categories: recognition,
measurement, alternatives, lack of
requirements or guidance, and other
differences. Says the SEC in its concepts release, "So it is likely that it
will be difficult for financial statement users to compensate for the
differences.' ■
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BY ALFRED M. KING, CMA, CFM

No profits. No assets. No experience. Not exactly the stuff corporate
fairy tales are made of. Yet the market capitalization of Internet
companies —$1.1 trillion— dwarfs well - established firms. Any company
with a .com in its name is awarded a valuation that older companies can
only dream about.
The traditional tools that measure the success and failure of a company appear to have been turned upside down. The greater the losses,
the higher the value. Revenues, not cash flows, are the current touchstone. Have the rules of investment —and even human nature—
Z
2
2
0

changed? Will investors live happily ever after if they forsake the
traditional tools of valuation?
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There's one circ umstance where Internet business es look
for low valuation —when a company is going to have an
IPO. The owners of ten provide employees (or even themselves) with s tock options, whic h reward the holders f or
any future increase in the stock's price. Truly a win -win
situation f or the company and the employees .
Except for two little problems: potential tax problems if

the option pric e were later determined to be below the f air market value and s c rutiny f rom the Sec urities &
Exchange Commission.
If an IPO is of fered to the public at $17 a share on July 1 and options were
granted on May 1 at $5, the natural ques tion is, " How did the value of the
company more than triple in two months ?" If the $17 is fair to the public ,
the $5 of fered to ins iders just two months earlier may, in practic e, be considered unfair. Most firms want to avoid this type of SEC sc rutiny.
The answer? Value the s tock and is sue the options as far before the
IPO as pos sible. If a supportable appraisal of an Internet c ompany is
made contemporaneously, perhaps six to eight months before an IPO, the
company can draw a very supportable c ase bec ause of the following:
• The future is unc ertain because of competition and the ec onomy, and
• There's no assurance that an IPO can or will take plac e.
And s inc e any valuation looks to the future, it's hard to argue with realistic, albeit c ons ervative, ass umptions about the future.

I don't believe the basic principles
of valuation and investment analysis
have been suspended, much less
withdrawn and superseded, by new
principles. Values today are still
based on assessments of the future.
So if you're caught up in the current
market euphoria over e- business
stocks, remember that many of them
will experience very rapid growth,
and some will turn the corner and
make a lot of money. But, unfortunately, many won't survive ever increasing losses and will be sold or
go out of business.
The best way then to value a single e- business company is to apply
traditional valuation methodologies.
But the answer may be depressingly
low. Ever - increasing losses, even following rapidly growing sales revenue, don't translate into high value
from the traditional discounted cash
flow models. Are the revenue and
30
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expense projections realistic? If so,
go ahead. If not, exercise great caution. If you're going to invest in several e- business companies, diversify
your holdings into different Internet
markets. It takes just one superstar
to make up for a dozen losers.
No matter what strategy they use,
investors today are extremely optimistic about e- business companies.
But when that optimism cools —and
it will— market capitalizations will
retreat to more normal levels. So
why are investors putting so much
money into these stocks, and how do
we value them?

REASONSFORMARKETEUPHORIA
Why do these stocks have investors
so mesmerized? Here are the main
reasons:
• "The next Microsoft" mentality,
• New technology,
• Rapid growth potential,

• Low operating expenses,
• Consumer and investor interest,
and
• Disproportionate market share
for the first or second firm.
If you find all these characteristics
in one company, then you just might
strike gold and dig up the next
Microsoft. But e- business stocks
come with problems —high start -up
costs with low revenue, for example.
" T h e n e xt M i c r o s o f t " m e n t al i t y .

Let's face it, every investor in a -business stock secretly hopes, even
expects, that he or she will invest in
the next Microsoft. The mentality is
similar to that of someone buying a
lottery ticket. Most people know the
odds are approximately 80 million
to 1 against winning the jackpot. But
despite the odds, millions play the
game each month. The basic theory
is, "I may not win, but if I do, I win
big. And if I don't buy the lottery

ticket, I can never win.' Hope springs

growth potential equal to, if not

called me -too sites are going to have a

eternal, and folks use the same ratio-

greater than, any of the industries

difficult time. Amazon.com's

nale when investing in e- business

above when they were getting start-

commanding position is almost

stocks. Investing in these stocks is a

ed. Half or more of U.S. households

impregnable. Although investors are

better�bet�—just�look�at�jackpots�such

own computers today, and online

still skeptical about barnesand-

as Amazon, Yahoo, and AOL.

transactions are growing at an expo-

noble.com, there probably is room

New technology. Almost by defini-

nential rate. Thanks to the cheer-

for a second seller of books. Two sites,

tion any e- business uses new tech-

leaders of the press talking about

or possibly three, appear to be all any

nology. In the late 1980s and early

future Internet growth, they created

market�—�whether�it�be�cars,�travel

1990s, biotech firms were the "new

a self - fulfilling prophecy. And as

tickets,�or�auctions�—will�support.

technology." Investors chased deals,

each new e- business IPO shot up

trying to pick tomorrow's winners.

30% to 300% or more on day one,

Low operating expenses. Low
operating expenses characterize

Money was readily available to

the growth potential of the Internet

most e- businesses. Investors who

almost any start -up because, say, if

appeared certain.

analyze these firms like the perceived

the new company found a cure for

Consumer and Investor interest.
Consumer and investor interest in

economics because no matter how

cancer, nobody could estimate the

many hits they get, the costs are con-
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future profits and cash flow. It would

the Internet is running high. Money

stant. An e- business can serve cus-

be unprecedented. A few success sto-

master Peter Lynch recommends

tomers on a worldwide basis 24

ries, like Genentech, whetted the

investing in firms that you personal-

hours a day. No brick - and- mortar

appetite of investors.

ly are familiar with. It appears to be

retail firm can possibly attract cus-

With�any�new�technology�—from

almost a no- brainer to buy stock in

tomers who aren't physically nearby

e- business firms from which you've

or stay open around the clock as eas-

Internet�—�investors�believe�that�if

purchased items or sites you often

ily. The sky's the limit in terms of

they're smart, or lucky, they can get

visit. I bought a car through Autoby-

potential profit for the e- company.

in on the ground floor, pick the right

tel and was tempted to invest. Carry

biotech to copy machines to the

company, and make a killing in the

this out thousands, if not hundreds

stock market. Look at previous gen-

of thousands of times, and demand

THECAVEATS
On the downside, these companies

erations of individuals who invested

will raise the price of any stock.

typically have high start -up costs and

early in Intel in semiconductors,

Thus, consumer interest in the Inter-

low initial revenue. The start -up costs

Merck in pharmaceuticals, IBM in

net stimulates investment demand.

relate to software and marketing. On

computers, or Xerox in photo-

First company. There's a general

the software side, there are relatively

copiers. They probably lived happily

assumption that the first company to

few Internet programmers. Why?

ever after.

establish a position will own a very

Writing this type of software is differ-

Rapid growth. While not all the
new technologies promised rapid

strong franchise. Even the second

ent from writing software for other

company, if it can offer something a

businesses because the Web is totally

growth, the Internet appears to have

little different, has potential. But so-

interactive. And designing a good site
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Many manufacturers, distributors, and retailers are
opening up e- commerce sites, reflecting the rapidity with
which U.S. business is changing. Many are purely defena
y

u

Sl

when it opened a website to compete with Amazon.com.

lar

D-V810 O

sive moves, as was the case of Barnes & Noble (B &N)
At the time, Amazon.com was both losing money and had
only a small share of the retail book market. There was
so much interest in online book retailing that analysts

started pushing B &N as an Internet play. The stock started to rise, and B &N spun off the new
barnesand noble. com. The parent stock sank, but the sum of the two was still ahead of the pre- Internet operation.
One school of management consultants says if a company doesn't start to compete with itself, even at the
expense of currently increased costs and reduced profits, then someone else will. If
you're going to lose business to the Internet, it's better to have the open
der your own control.
So how do we value this new operating unit? It's relatively easy to valu
a true stand -alone operation that fully competes with its parent versus
one small piece of a virtually totally integrated operation. If Land's End,
for example, sets up a website just to accept orders, it would be difficult to value this Internet operation.
On the other hand, if Land's End sets up a separate Internet unit,
with its own management, marketing efforts, and P &L, it could be valued separately. Land's End could ultimately spin it off to shareholders,
merge it with another Internet firm, or sell it through an IPO. Given the
current valuations for Internet firms, setting up a separate Internet unit
with a separate identity may be the best way to maximize shareholder va

is always going to be a work in

initial public offering (IPO). The

neur has an idea, puts together a

progress, so programming costs are a

IPO funds go into additional mar-

business plan, starts programming,

never - ending series ofcapital expen-

keting, and the publicly traded stock

opens a website, and then needs more

ditures. Almost every e- business my

is now available for stock acquisi-

capital. The investors in a start -up

company has valued has ended up

tions. A virtuous circle has been

place bets based on their confidence

spending more on programming
than it originally anticipated.

created that depends on only two

in the idea, the entrepreneur, or both.

things:

At the time of the initial investment,

♦ Will investors keep up the price

the business has little value.

Further, every site competes with
millions of other sites for hits. But

of a company with no earnings and

unique to the Internet world, there's

perhaps ever - increasing losses?

to try and determine the present val-

a vast availability of funds devoted

♦ Will users continue to order?

ue of the future cash flows. The pro-

THESTART-UP

an appropriate discount rate, and the

aims to build up, as rapidly as possi-

Now that we've looked at why

sum of the discounted amounts is an

ble, the number of hits and then the

investors are so willing to put ever

indication of the value.

number of customers.

more money into e- businesses, let's

either to marketing efforts or to
extremely low- margin sales. A site

With a good growth trend in hits

jected cash flows are discounted at

Applying a discounted cash flow

take a look at how investment ana-

to such projections always yields a

lysts and appraisers value a start -up,

positive value, almost irrespective of

(VCs) will invest in first, second, and

the most volatile ofall companies,

the discount rate assumed. But in

third rounds of financing to be fol-

versus the established e- business.

the history of American business,

and customers, venture capitalists

lowed as quickly as possible by an
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In a start -up scenario, an entrepre-

virtually no companies have ever
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met, much less exceeded, their initial

times revenues. Why shouldn't my

pates now what will happen in the

business plan. Revenues are always

business be valued the same ?" The

future, so if the stock will sell at 100

slower to come in and at a lower val-

answer is simple. The publicly traded

times revenue, then we should buy

ue than projected, while expenses are

firms and the entrepreneur's plans

now to take advantage of the oppor-

always higher than expected because

aren't the same: One has customers

tunity. But why? It goes back to the

of unanticipated events.

and revenues, the other doesn't.

slight degree of irrationality in

For proof of this, consider venture
capitalists. A typical established VC
may receive 1,000 proposals a year,
seriously examine perhaps 50, and
invest in 10. They'll privately admit
that maybe two out of 10 past
investments were winners, three or
four were breakeven, and the rest?
Losers! Now the winners often far
offset the losers, so the typical VC
eats and sleeps pretty well.
But if a VC with years of experi-

investor psychology.

VALUINGANESTABLISHED
E-BUSINESS
There are two basic approaches
investors and appraisers take to value a company that's up and running.
The discounted cash flow approach
looks at the present value of the
future cash flows. But most e -businesses are being valued on the comparable method. Analysts look at
revenue trends, (negative) earnings

THEBUBBLEHASN'T BURST-YET
Something is driving the prices of
Internet securities. The new dot.com
companies have no history, very low
sales,�and�virtually�no�profits�—yet
they captured $900 billion in market
capitalization. Skeptics have been
predicting for years that the bubble
will burst, but, so far, it hasn't. Perhaps investor psychology will
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p
ence examining start -ups can pick

trends, and the company's competi-

change, and they won't use the ratio-

only two winners out of 1,000 initial

tive position relative to other e -busi-

nale that "this firm could be the next

proposals, what does this say about

ness firms.

Microsoft." Internet stocks would

the typical business plan? On paper
they may look good, but they may

Amazon.com as the baseline, almost

ble�to�Ford,�Texaco,�and�Sears�—all

then be valued on a basis compara-

not work out. And all an appraiser

every other e- business is compared

great companies with a long history

can do is provide a clear caveat: "The

to the Big 4. Implicit in the analysis

of sales and profits.

values developed in this appraisal

of almost every dot.com company

report are solely dependent on the

today is the assumption that the

in a basket of e- business companies

ability of the entrepreneur to carry

subject firm could become another

may be sound. Trying to pick just

out the business plan. If the plan is

Yahoo or Amazon. The analyst then

one is like buying a single lottery

fulfilled in terms of revenues,

jumps ahead and projects, "If Com-

ticket. Lots of luck. ■

But for the time being, investing

expenses, and cash flows, then the

pany X does become the next Yahoo

values shown herein can be relied

or Amazon, then the stock will

Alfred M. King, CMA, CFM, is chair-

on." As you can see, appraisers

indeed sell at 100 times revenues..."

man of the board at Valuation

always keep a realistic approach.

Of course, it's just a small leap of

Research Corp. and has 31 years'

faith to assume that the subject com-

experience in valuing companies. You

"But look at Company X and Compa-

pany will become the next Yahoo or

can reach him at (609) 452 -0900 or

ny Y, which are already trading at 100

Amazon. The market always antici-

alfredking @erols.com.

The entrepreneur will respond,
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DEPOSITORY INSTITUTIONS h a v e

undergone

a

true

evolution over the past few years. In the early '90s,
"merger mania" brought about tremendous consolidation of financial institutions both in the United
States and abroad. During this time, the number of
community banks dramatically shrank while many
large -scale institutions turned their focus to major
corporate accounts.
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Just when this transition seemed complete, the industry came upon a new challenge: online banking.
Most recently, retail customers have been targeted for
taking their banking needs to the Web as traditional
brick - and - mortar banks and their pure online counterparts vie for position in the consumer marketplace. While
many retail customers have accepted the transition to
Internet banks for managing their personal finances, the
next major wave, according to study after study, will
occur in business -to- business applications.
A U.S. Small Business Internet Survey from Cyber Dialogue finds that 56% of small businesses regard the Internet as essential for conducting their company's
operations. The Cyber Dialogue survey further states that
today 20% of small businesses are managing investments
online while 13% are engaged in some degree of online
banking. Still another study by the Gartner Group indicates B213 transactions are expected to rise from $145 billion in 1999 to a staggering $7.3 trillion by 2004.

WHOBENEFITSMOST?
Interestingly, small businesses, where cash flow is king,
stand to benefit from Internet banking just as much as
large corporations, where CFOs and top executives constantly search for ways to maximize their operating effi-

ciencies. In the context of today's small business,
real -time cash management is critical. Plus, the time
spent writing checks can be debilitating to a small business person whose first priority is serving customers.
Throw in banking fees and service charges that can add
up by the end of the year, and it's easy to see why small
businesses are expected to embrace online banking.
Online platforms provide a real -time cash management
tool by offering up -to- the - minute cash balances on basic
checking and money market accounts. A small business
owner can view checks that have cleared, transfer funds,
and, in some cases, make free domestic wire transfers.
That's in addition to authorizing payments on bills at the
click of a button without the hassle of postage, delays with
38
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mail, and bulky stacks of canceled checks. Internet banks
further allow users to download data to popular desktop
applications, spreadsheets, and financial management programs such as Quicken and QuickBooks.
And the lure of Internet banking can be equally attractive for a large corporation. Consider a CFO who's
responsible for an accounts payable staff that processes
hundreds, if not thousands, of checks to vendors each
month. It takes a great deal of time to write checks, sign
them, and approve them, not to mention the time
involved to mail payments or the cost of postage. In fact,
some studies have shown a corporation will spend as
much as $5 to process a manual check.
Now imagine that same corporation requiring, as part
of its request for proposal (RFP) process, that vendors
operate an online bank account. Instead of dealing with
piles of checks, accounts payable personnel can work far
more efficiently by authorizing payment of funds that are
immediately deposited into a vendor's account. In this scenario, corporations can perform these accounts payable

functions far more expeditiously, potentially saving hundreds of thousands of dollars over a period of time. Moreover, vendors paid online can access their funds
immediately. There's no waiting for a check to arrive and
no waiting for a check to clear. Maintaining such effective
relationships between businesses is vital to the ongoing
operations of all organizations, large or small, and Internet banking can be a key part of this process.
Internet banks also allow corporations and small businesses to establish direct deposits for employee paychecks, which means workers don't have to stand in line
to cash or deposit their paychecks, and they have quick
and convenient access to funds without any holding
period. In today's current tight labor markets, such simple perks may be instrumental in attracting and retaining key personnel.
What's the main concern for Internet banking users?
Security. But just as consumers have grown accustomed to
online banking, so, too, will businesses come to realize the
security of FDIC - insured Internet banks. And Internet
banks have initiated several safety features beyond the
protection offered by the federal government. Certain
agencies carry specific insurance programs to secure
against unauthorized transactions, fraud, and other illegal
activities. Furthermore, technologies have been put into
place to encrypt private account information, making it
virtually impossible for unauthorized sources to access. At
CompuBank, for example, our security architecture uses
several layers of technology to ensure the confidentiality
of transactions across the Internet. Our systems embed
the highest level of bit encryption and Netscape's Secure
Sockets Layer protocol (secure sockets layer, SSL, is an
industry standard). We also provide a data - encoding
method, automated log -off, e-mail alerts, and password
protection. In addition, CompuBank is FDIC insured and
has SafeWeb® Remote Banking Insurance for customers.

ASLOWTRANSITION
As with anything new, small businesses and corporations
can't be expected to fully embrace the concept of Internet
banking overnight. Often, a slow transition period may
be required to provide the comfort level needed to wean
them away from traditional brick -and- mortar banks.
Moreover, no one expects businesses to leave their traditional banking institutions altogether. Any business —
large or small— should ease into online banking in a
manner that complements its existing financial management system.
For example, if a business that's dependent on cash

sales wants to try Internet banking, it should continue to
use its existing brick - and - mortar bank for its daily
deposits (you still have to take the paper and coins to a
physical building). Once the cash is deposited, the company can conduct a funds transfer from its regular bank
to an online bank to pay bills and conduct other financial
transactions. Or if its brick - and - mortar institution has
online banking, it can take advantage of that service. It

isn't unusual for businesses to use more than one bank or
more than one bank account for their financial dealings.
Looking ahead, as more employees and management
use online banking for their personal accounts, it's likely
they'll become familiar with the benefits that can be provided in the business context. Again, management should
initiate a slow integration, initially using Internet banking
for services such as business checking. Eventually, they'll
find an Internet bank can provide the same services as
their traditional banks but in a far more cost - effective
and time - efficient manner.

COMPARISONSHOPPING
In selecting an Internet bank, management should compare the various features offered as they relate to rates,
fees, products, and services. They can differ a great deal
from bank to bank. Industry ratings from the likes of
SmartMoney magazine and its online counterpart, Smart Moneycom, provide an independent analysis of the pros
and cons of the available institutions. Such sources can be
instrumental in helping companies choose the right
Internet bank. As they get more comfortable with this
new way of working, financial managers can broaden
their reach to a whole new range of Internet services that
will save them time and money, thus truly ushering in a
new era in banking and financial management. ■
Jonathan Lack is executive vice president, marketing and
strategic planning, for CompuBank (wwwcompubank.com)
the original Internet National Bank. You can reach him at
,flack @compubank.com or(713) 479 -1092.
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The

Doming of a

FINANCIAL SERVICES
BAZAAR?
Business buyers will have more choice and better pricing of
financial services due to deregulation and dot -toms.
BY ALAN LEVINSOHN

a

apitalism s twin trends of government intervention and new
technologies have always massively disrupted the order of markets.
Each alone indelibly influences products, services, companies, and industries, helping to shift and sway who s
up, down, in, or out. Together their
effect is exponentially dramatic. And
few moments in history illustrate this
economic idea better than the era
unfolding right now.
Last year, while electronic commerce
gathered mass appeal, lawmakers in
Washington passed legislation discarding vestiges of Depression -era financial
services regulation.
Under the Gramm - Leach - Bliley Act
of 1999, which officially went into
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effect last month, U.S. banks, securities
firms, insurance companies, and asset
managers may freely enter each other s
business or merge (see Financial Regulation from Bust to Boom, p. 43). Above
all, Gramm - Leach - Bliley fully repeals
the Glass - Steagall Act of 1933.
But to some observers, this deregulation raises concerns about the potential concentration of economic power
and the ability of the government to
manage risk. To others, the long sought financial services supermarket
and the ability to compete internationally without hindrance is now within
reach.
A universal bancassurance corporation, which originated in Europe,
offers corporate finance and account-
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ing professionals the potential of low -cost one -stop

nies worldwide, and the section, Citigroup: A Colossus in

shopping for all of a business's financial services. To sell-

Search of Cohesion, below).

ers there's the prospect of scale economies and cross

But now that cross - industry financial conglomerates

marketing.

are legal in the U.S., there's uncertainty whether they're

In fact, it was the audacious cross - industry merger in

viable.

1998 of Citicorp, Travelers, and Salomon Smith Barney to
form Citigroup Inc. that moved legislators and lobbyists

BUILDINGTHEUNIVERSALBANK

to end their standoff and pass last year's financial mod-

Assembling the pieces, then integrating and managing a

ernization bill.

giant financial corporation operationally, financially, and

Today, Citigroup is not only the only American -based

strategically is by no means an easy, much less proven, feat.

universal bancassurance corporation, it's the biggest

The biggest challenge, says James B. Bexley, a former

financial services corporation in the world —at least as

bank chief executive, isn't financial, technical, or opera-

measured by its recent stock market value (see the League

tional. It's cultural.

Tables on pp. 44 -45, which rank financial services compa-

Deal- driven investment bankers and relationship-

Net Income Revenues
($ millions) ($ millions)
Global Corporate

Banking

$5,075

$27,355

2,354
1,190
686
845

12,680
4,327
4,083
6,265

324
278

1,485
1,201

$2,209

$12,473

414
231
1,172
392

2,109
747
7,998
1,619

$1,354

9,212

Salomon Smith Barney
EmergingMarkets
Global Relationship Banking
Travelers Property Casualty Commercial Insurance
Global
SSB Citi Asset Management Group
Global Private Bank

$

Intemational

Europe, Middle East, and Africa
Asia Pacific
Latin America
$

e-ci6

$

Corporate/Other
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660

(176)

$

BanAdng/Lending

$

Global

1,090

With $10 billion in profits, Citigroup's first full year topped
every company in the world except General Electric Co.
The worldwide universal bancassurance corporation
headquartered in New York —the first of its kind in America
since at least 1933 —was formed in 1998 through the
merger of Citicorp and Travelers Group, which owned
Salomon Smith Barney.
Today the company is the largest financial services
corporation in the world, with 200,000 employees and
operations in over 100 countries.
In October of last year, Sanford I. Weill and John S.
Reed, then Citigroup cochairmen and chief executives,
recruited formerTreasury Secretary Robert Rubin to join
them as full -time "chairman of the executive committee"
and director.
Rubin, 61, who was comanaging partner of Goldman,
Sachs Co. before going to Washington, gives Citigroup
management strategic advice and works with clients.
In 1999, Citigroup made some progress integrating its
assorted businesses managerially and strategically as well
as achieving some cross- selling of commercial and invest ment banking services.
But the conglomerate remains largely a sum of its
parts —no more. Only two- thirds of $3 billion in cost cut ting has been done. A more difficult problem is getting
people from different business units to collaborate.
"There's a lot of things we need to do to get this company to be one, and forget about where we all came
from —this is now Citigroup" Weill —now thesoleCEO —
underscored at a news conference two months ago.
Nonetheless, the company continues making acquisitions, something few executives anywhere are more deft at
doing than Sandy Weill.
Citigroup recently acquired the investment bank
Schroders PLC in the U.K., a bank in Poland, pension businesses in Mexico and Argentina, and two consumer
finance companies in Chile.
&

1999 Net Income: $10 Billion, Revenues: $60 Billion

attuned commercial bankers simply don't mix—not
when investment bankers are accustomed to compensation schemes 10 to 30 times more than those of commercial bankers, according to Bexley, who's now chairman of
the banking department at Sam Houston State University
in Huntsville, Texas.
That clash was what foiled the co -CEO arrangement at
Citigroup between Sandy Weill and John Reed and contributed to Reed's resignation in late February, Bexley
says. "Reed was supposed to be the one who would provide the central strength of leadership of the combined
organization.'
Beyond culture, no universal bank has been particularly successful financially.
"There's no compelling evidence that a global universal
banking model produces superior economic returns to
shareholders —and it brings with it some pretty unique
challenges;' says Joel R Friedman of Andersen Consulting
who, until recently, was head of the firm's global banking
and capital markets consulting practice.
A universal bank is one in which the financial corporation not only sells a full scope of financial services but
also owns significant equity stakes in institutional
investors. Those institutions in turn buy commercial and
investment banking and asset management services from
the financial corporation.
Although it originated in Europe, universal banking is
similar to the Japanese keiretsu,an interlocking conglomerate of jointly owned companies. One of Gramm- LeachBliley's provisions allows U.S. financial services firms a
wider berth into "merchant banking," which essentially is
investing in other companies —such as your customers.
So far, more than 100 firms have sought Federal
Reserve permission to set up a financial holding company
under the new law. Some will acquire new businesses and
try to integrate them. They'll cut overlapping costs and
try to gain economies of scale and scope and, thereby,
drive down unit costs in the fashion of the vertically integrated 20th Century corporation.
With a low -cost structure, these new financial services
conglomerates might compete on the basis of price —if
nothing else. They'll try to sell a cost - effective bundle of
business financial services, including cash management,
lending, capital markets, risk management, retirement savings, and all types of commercial and employee insurance.
But these days, there's more than one way to build a
bank. For every consolidation play made under Gramm Leach- Bliley, corporate buyers will have another new
Internet site vying for their business.

WALL STREET, OCTOBER 28, 1929—The Dow -Jones Industrial Average falls 12.8 %. The next day the market loses 11.7 %. There would be rallies, but from then on the
direction is down. The bottom comes in 1932 with the
Dow dropping 89% from its 1929 peak.
The Great Depression from 1929 to 1933 sees the
economy shrink 30 %. Real gross national product falls
70 %. Unemployment reaches nearly 25 %. Wages and
salaries fall 60 %; consumer prices drop 75 %. Some
9,000 banks out of 25,000 fail. Public confidence in
the U.S. economic, financial, and political system
plummets.
Many politicians blame bankers for the Depression.
Bankers are said to have speculated in stocks using
depositors' funds, foisted securities on customers, and
underwritten equities to help corporate borrowers.
(Later, research shows that few banks failed because
of securities activities. Rather, restrictions on interstate
banking left banks undiversified and exposed to more
risk. Most runs on banks were in agrarian areas and
limited to few banks.)
Franklin D. Roosevelt is inaugurated President March
4, 1933.
In the next two years Congress passes and the President signs legislation producing an elaborate framework of federal and state financial regulation. Among
the new laws enacted are:
♦ The Glass-Steagall Act, also called the Banking Act
of 1933 — "The second most important banking legislation enacted in the history of the country," declares
President Roosevelt (the first was the Federal Reserve
Act of 1913).
Glass - Steagall separates one industry into two: the
business of receiving deposits and making loans (commercial banking) from that of underwriting or acting as
a dealer or market maker of securities (investment
banking). One or the other, but not both.
The House of Morgan splits into J.P Morgan (commercial banking) and Morgan Stanley (investment banking). The predecessors of Citibank and Chase dissolve
their securities units. Others follow suit.
Glass - Steagall also bars banks from paying interest
on deposits —to minimize the cost of funds so banks
wouldn't take lending risks. It restricts the types of assets banks could own and prohibits bank distribution
of mutual funds.
♦ The Securities Act of 1933 —Known as the "truth
in securities law," guarantees investors the right to
full disclosure of all the relevant information needed
to make a decision about investing in corporate
securities.
♦ The Securities Exchange Act of 1934 — Establishes
the Securities & Exchange Commission, a federal
continued on p. 45
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THECFOPORTAL
Besides alliances and a -commerce, corporate buyers of financial services should see a wave of
e new, p
Internet portals launched
sly for them. These portals are to the
institution what Amazon.com and Yahoo are to
F the individual. "The whole point is to disintermediate the traditional treasurer /CFO relationships and
give them new choice, where they're in control," says
Friedman, who's now a general partner of Andersen
Consulting's AC Ventures, a venture capital fund
launched recently.
In e- financial services, the "big money is in business -tobusiness," Friedman notes. Most of these corporate portals
are now in formation, but some exist, such as Cfoweb.com.
AC Ventures is involved in creating some of them.
Whatever form a new financial services company takes,
the chief beneficiary is expected to be the buyer. He or
she will have more choice than ever before, and it will
come in a variety of ways.
A bundled package of commercial financial services
from a financial conglomerate, for example, is likely to
benefit small and middle- market businesses most.
Large corporations already enjoy enormous buying
power and can afford at least some internal staff who are
expert in each of the intricate areas of financial services.
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customers.
Meanwhile, ING Group of the Netherlands says it's
talking with a few top -20 U.S. banks that want to own
insurance underwriters but don't know how to run one.
J.P. Morgan announced plans last month to invest $1
billion in "LabMorgan," a new unit consisting of systems
and services to enable e- commerce among financial institutions. It will also act as a merchant bank for entrepreneurs and nurture companies spun out of J.P. Morgan's
existing technology initiatives.
Citigroup, an e- commerce pioneer with its a -Citi unit,
formed a joint venture with State Street Corp. called
CitiStreet to capture a larger share of the defined contribution retirement savings- 401(k)— market.
Citi lags in this area, says Michael L. Mayo, a banking
analyst with Credit Suisse First Boston. State Street, which
has premier technology and relationships with many corporate plan 401(k) sponsors, lacks Citigroup's brand
recognition and massive global distribution. But together

they become the third largest player in the
kil, 401(k) market in assets and participants.

&

The advent of the e- economy has radically
challenged traditional principles of
corporate strategy, including how
value is created and the basis of
competition. Vertical and horizontal integration is now out. So is manufacturing of a standard product,
according to Friedman, a consummate corporate strategist.
Today, creating value is about "scale in the forma- ,
tion and management of strategic alliances," Friedman
says. "It's about truly sensing what the customer wants,
giving them the ability to specify what they want, and
competing with flexible manufacturing to produce exactly what they want —as opposed to trying to force upon
them one more segment approach of your good old -fashioned standby product:'
Plans announced last month for Deutsche Bank, which
acquired Bankers Trust in the U.S. in 1998, to merge with
Germany's Dresdner Bank attest to some new thinking by
financial services managers grappling with a growing
electronic economy.
Deutsche says it will spin off its entire retail banking
operation to partial public ownership to be run by
Allianz, the largest German insurance company. Allianz
owns about 5% of Deutsche and 21.7% of Dresdner. Proceeds from the public offering will be used for Internet
technology investments, some for the retail unit and
some for Deutsche's online banking for high- net -worth

tTotal common shares outstanding, priceper hare, and foreign exchangerates
as of March 15, 2000.
Data compiled by Strategic Finance.

agency that would oversee disclosure, establish
rules of conduct, and regulate all national securities
exchanges.
Meanwhile, open -ended investment trusts (mutual
funds) sustain huge losses from 1929 to 1934. The
SEC conducts a four -year study, which leads to passage
of the Investment Company Act of 1940. It separates
fund management from other financial businesses, requires disclosure of detailed financial statements, and
establishes rules for selling practices, capital structure,
and accounting.
Regulation of the insurance industry begins with the
Massachusetts legislature establishing a state insurance department in 1858 to make sure insurers have
adequate reserves. Thirty -five states quickly do the
same. Congress passes the McCarran- Ferguson Act of
1945 leaving intrastate insurance pricing and regulation
intact.
Because a loophole exists in laws prohibiting interstate banking, a bank holding company (BHC) can acquire a bank in another state. Several holding companies do this and become large. Congress passes the
Bank Holding Company Act of 1956, which puts the
Federal Reserve in charge of multibank BHCs.
On Wall Street during the "go -go" years of the late
1960s, firms can't process a growing number of trades
from institutions. Over 100 brokerage firms go bankrupt. Congress passes the Securities Investor Protection Act of 1970. It indemnifies brokerage customers
against losses from a failed broker /dealer.
The Justice Department wants to abolish fixed minimum -rate brokerage commissions for New York Stock
Exchange (NYSE) trades to assure "equitable and
nondiscriminatory access" to the NYSE. In 1975 fixed
commissions are eliminated, and securities trades are

Sellers accept razor thin margins from big corporations
because of the volume they buy.
Smaller businesses, on the other hand, can't afford to
hire in -house experts in all financial services. They need to
rely on outside sellers, and they're also price sensitive. But
when a mid -sized company parcels out pieces of each
financial service to different providers, it's not especially
lucrative for any one seller. The buyer then has little clout
and may not receive the quality of service he or she needs.
Yet when sellers come together in a universal bank with
its low cost structure, for instance, and the mid -sized firm
buys all its financial services from that bank, that buyer
then becomes more interesting to that seller. The buyer
may get the service he or she wants at an affordable price.
(The drawback is that if the buyer sours on a piece of the
package —say the group health insurance then the
whole relationship may be at risk.)
When Bruce W. Johnson, CMA, who's currently a
financial manager for Honeywell Inc., was a CFO in Amsterdam for a small firm grossing $10 million a year, he
hired ING Group for all his company's financial services.
"It was beautiful," he says, referring to his experience
with the universal banking system in the Netherlands.
"You go in and in one fell swoop they handle your banking, 401(k) plan, insurance problems, investment needs—
and you have more clout because you're giving them all
this business.'
Johnson had one main contact at ING, but if he needed special help with banking, there was a banker he could
talk to, for foreign exchange there was a foreign exchange
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open to price competition.
Meanwhile, some of the 1930s laws become outmoded and superfluous, especially the Glass - Steagall
Act. Its original intent was ensuring financial safety and
restoring public confidence. With that achieved, higher
quality and better - priced financial services take
precedence.
But reforming Glass - Steagall drags on in piecemeal
fashion for 20 years.
In 1987, Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan
says banks should have broad securities underwriting
powers. The Fed begins allowing bank holding companies to establish "Section 20" subsidiaries, which allow
banks to underwrite and trade securities.
In 1995, Congress begins the first of several failed
attempts at passing a financial services modernization
bill.
In April 1998 Citicorp and Travelers Group merge,
violating aspects of Glass - Steagall still in force. But the
Fed gives the merger a three- to five -year approval.

=Merger pending.
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specialist, and so on. "It was very advantageous,
and I was very comfortable working that way."
It's a perspective few Americans can appreciate unless they experience it, he adds.

SKEPTICISMABOUNDS
Yet despite the promise of
financial supermarkets, chief
financial officers of U.S. companies
aren't particularly in favor of them at the

19

moment.
,
"As you think about services to small businesses— other than things like branch access —the
market demand for financial services tends to be very
highly localized," Friedman says.
A survey by Institutional Investor of CFOs of companies with upward of $100 million in revenues showed only
20% like the idea of a financial supermarket. Forty-three
percent don't like it. Three - fourths said it could cost them
more; 70% thought it could stifle new financing ideas.
The concept of a financial supermarket doesn't appeal
to Jeff Jones, CFO of D.R.I. Enterprises, Ltd., a small retail
chain and mail -order company in Decatur, Texas. Jones
believes a financial conglomerate would have two classes
of corporate customers: big and small. For the small, service would suffer. He reasons a smaller provider going up
against a Citigroup or Bank of America, for example, would
compete on the basis of quality service and come close to—
but not be able to beat —Bank of America's pricing.
In addition, Jones values diverse and objective advice.
"We use four different banks, a payroll company, and a
401(k) administrator —and our insurance and tax and
legal work is with different companies," he says. Why? "I
get fresh perspectives from all of them." Jones fears that
with a bundled package his interests would be subordinated to those of the provider, whereas the common
interest of each of his current providers is "just me.'
Another Institutional Investor survey of CFOs shows
that nearly all respondents had one of their banks merge
in the last three years. Of those, half saw no change in the
quality of the bank's services, while the other half saw an
overwhelming change for the worse — mainly pricing.
Thirty percent said the merger caused prices to rise; none
saw borrowing costs decline.
A forthcoming article in the Journal of Finance argues
in favor of having multiple banking relationships for
project financing. It says that banks caught up in merger
fever may be too disarrayed to be able to sustain funding
of their customers' profitable projects.
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James Bexley also cautions relying on a financial
supermarket. "I'd be skeptical about the competence of the person servicing your account,"
the former bank executive says. "You'll get
less attention from their `cookbook
approach' as you're passed down
the line to a trainee.'
Before joining Sam Houston
State Univ., Bexley was CEO of several
banks, including First American National
Bank of Pennsylvania, United American Bank
of Memphis, and United Texas Commerce Bank,
OF which was acquired by Chemical. (Chemical was later acquired by Chase, which had previously absorbed
Manufacturers Hanover plus many smaller banks —a history similar to that of the biggest U.S. banks today.)
Some 9,000 banks now operate in the U.S., down from
14,000 five years ago —with the number continuing to
drop, although financial services overall in the U.S.
remains fragmented. No one seller has more than a 3%
share of the entire financial services industry, says a
Salomon Smith Barney industry report.

PERILSOFPOWER?
The number of U.S. financial services companies is predicted to shrink by 7 5 % over the next five to 10 years,
says a new study by PricewaterhouseCoopers. But that
consolidation isn't expected to limit choice. It's expected
to be offset by new enterprises and much greater competition in financial services from what presently are nonfinancial services firms —like Wal- Mart —the report says.
Nonetheless, to many people who don't stand to benefit from Gramm- Leach - Bliley, the new regulatory setting
raises concern. Among the worries is the potential for
fewer people to hold more economic and political power.
Universal banks in Europe dominate their home countries. Barclays is everywhere in England, Deutsche Bank
all- powerful in Germany, ING massive to the Dutch
economy. But the populations of England, Germany, and
the Netherlands are only 46 million, 78 million, and 14
million, respectively —each the size of a state within the
U.S. But with 275 million people, the U.S. has by far the
largest domestic economy and the most political power in
the world.
"That's what disturbs me," says Bruce Johnson. "If
there are only half a dozen banks, I consider that to be a
large control of the money supply. You don't even have to
talk to each to harmonize your operations. Once you
have that kind of control, you can push an awful lot of

money to PACs and actually buy votes for your agenda in
the legislature.'
Collectively, financial services companies spent some
$300 million during the last 20 years in contributions to
political candidates, parties, and interest groups to get a
financial services modernization bill passed to their liking. Citigroup alone topped every other firm in 19971998 with $3 million in contributions, according the
Center for Responsive Politics.
"That was the original intent of Glass - Steagall —to
blame the Depression on concentration of financial power," Joel Friedman explains. "And historians have
debunked that one a long time ago, or even as a remote
secondary cause for those economic conditions of the
U.S:' He adds that in Germany, the combined
Deutsche /Dresdner will only have a 12% market share.
Meanwhile, in the U.S., as bank consolidation continues,
new depository institutions continue to be chartered
every day. "So I don't worry about concentration; it's a
shibboleth that has no basis in reality."

ECONOMICRISK
A more ubiquitous concern is that Gramm Leach- Bliley will create too much "systemic risk" in the economy, caused by
having fewer but larger fiduciaries.
This raises the issue of more
"too- big -to -fail" institutions and
the prospect that in a recession —no
less a depression —a financial institution's
assets and receivables could default, which
might lead other assets to be withdrawn. The
bank's solvency would then be threatened.
Then the government might bail it out, one way or
another. This happens time and again even during prosperity. Former Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady floated
"Brady Bonds" in 1989 to refinance big U.S. banks' sagging portfolios of loans to less - developed countries. More
recently, the Federal Reserve arranged a $3.6 billion capital infusion to save the giant hedge fund Long Term Capital Management.
Observers who raise the systemic risk issue include
William Safire of The New York Times; Robert Kuttner, an
economist and Business Week columnist; and Federal
Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan.
Greenspan, in a speech last year, said giant banks are
"complex entities that create the potential for unusually
large systemic risks in the national and international
economy should they fail."

Finally, in late 1999 the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (the
Financial Services Modernization Act of 1999) passes
overwhelmingly in both the U.S. Senate and House of
Representatives. President Bill Clinton signs the legislation into law on November 12, 1999.
"With this bill," Treasury Secretary Lawrence H.
Summers says, "the American financial system takes a
major step forward toward the 21st Century —one that
will benefit American consumers, business, and the
national economy."
Gramm - Leach - Bliley repeals Glass - Steagall and
creates "financial holding companies" that may conduct
a broad number of financial activities including insurance and securities underwriting, merchant banking
(ownership investments), asset management and distribution, and real estate development and investment —
typically under separate subsidiaries.
Sources: ABA Banking Journal; American Banker, Alan Gart,
Regulation, Deregulation, Reregulation; The New York Times;

Robert C. Puth, American Economic History

But that was before Gramm - Leach- Bliley was enacted.
It was then being negotiated. One of the debates at
W ' which federal agency would have
the time was
more regulatory power over new financial
companies (the Fed won out). The
legislation calls for numerous studies
to be conducted to test the effects
of the new laws.
Still, according to Friedman, "the
marketplace changes more rapidly than
the regulatory structure can cope with —
and always will. It's almost impossible to
imagine a circumstance in which the regulators
IF are ahead of market change." For example, Gramm Leach- Bliley is silent on cross - industry Internet ventures.
Universal banking— whatever way the company is
structured and its services rendered — reminds people of
the downside of risk. Daimler- Benz's mid-1990s plunge
into the red rippled through its largest shareholder,
Deutsche Bank. More recently, as Japan struggles out of a
10 -year recession, eight Japanese banks announced plans
to merge into three entities.
Universal banking may seem risky. But some believe
the opposite is true. According to research by finance
scholar George Benston, universal banks are more diversified and therefore better able to withstand the effects of
unexpected economic change.
Let's hope so. If the past foretells the future, lightning fast structural change of markets and the economy often
brings unimaginable surprises. ■
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MUTUALFUND

BEHINDTHESCENESOFASIX-TRILLION-DOLLARINDUSTRY

ACCOUNTN
IG

BY JOSEPH F. G O R M A N , C M A , C P A , AND JOSEPH M . H A R G A D O N , C M A ,

CPA

If bull market investing is a sport, then the mutual fund
industry is like pro basketball during Michael Jordan's heyday — popular as ever and growing by leaps and bounds.

ITSARACEAGAINST
THECLOCKTOSUCCEED
INTHISFAST-PACED,
SUPERCHARGEDCAREER

During the decade of the 1990s, the mutual
fund industry grew by $5 trillion to today's cur rent level of $6 trillion and surpassed the total
deposits at banks. The popularity of 401(k)

plans has helped fuel the significant asset growth and
pushed the number of mutual funds to more than 7,000.
Nearly half of all U.S. households own stock —a surge in
equity ownership driven in large part by the popularity of
mutual funds. Spurred on by the Internet and prospective
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changes in the Social Security system, the industry is poised

O

a

to grow even more in the next decade.
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For financial professionals, this growth means more
opportunities to get into the mutual fund accounting
game. Consider the playing field: Most mutual fund
accounting services are provided by companies based in
New York City, Boston, Philadelphia, or Wilmington, Del.
The league's daily requirements? Calculate and report the
net asset value (NAV) per share for a mutual fund in
accordance with the Investment Company Act of 1940 —
the "'40 Act." And, like a box score, the results of your
daily work will be reported in all the major newspapers—
but in the Financial section, not Sports.
Think you can make it in this game? Here's an insider's
look at the day -to -day operations of a mutual fund and
the responsibilities of a mutual fund accountant.

NAVCALCULATION:
THEESSENCEOFACCRUALACCOUNTING
The technical name for a mutual fund is a Regulated
Investment Company (RIC), compliant with Subchapter
M of the Internal Revenue Code. Mutual funds aren't taxpaying entities because of the special tax provisions that
apply to RICs. Instead, mutual funds serve as a financial
conduit much like a partnership. Earnings pass directly
through to shareholders who report individual earnings
information on their own tax returns.
Picture a mutual fund as a pot of money made up of
shareholders' cash investments. Investors pool their money to gain access to investment securities and financial
markets that wouldn't be available to most individual
investors. Mutual funds retain professional money managers to invest this pot of cash in a diversified portfolio of
investment securities with varying risk. Each shareholder
owns a pro rata portion of stocks or fixed income investments. Although investment objectives vary from fund to
fund, all funds try to offer competitive returns (in the
form of income and appreciation in the value of the securities in the fund) with varying degrees of risk.
Which brings us to the net asset value (NAV), the fundamental calculation in mutual fund accounting. Derived
by using the market value of the fund's investments, the
daily NAV is the per -share value of a mutual fund. The
NAV allows investors to determine the current value of
the funds they hold. Here's how it works: Most mutual
funds are open- ended —fund shares may be purchased or
redeemed each and every business day. The Capital Stock
Account of the fund and other Shareholder Equity
Accounts —such as income and expenses, the market value of the portfolio— change with each trading day, necessitating the calculation of a daily net asset value. To
50
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calculate the NAV, the traditional accounting equation
A (assets) = L (liabilities) + OE (owners' equity) is
rearranged: A - L = OE, where the "A - L" is the net assets
and OE is shareholders' equity. To calculate the NAV per
share, the shareholders' equity (OE) is divided by the
number of outstanding shares:
NAV
ASSETS (AT FMV) minus LIABILITIES (TOTAL SHAREHOLDER EQUITY)
NUMBER OF MUTUAL FUND SHARES OUTSTANDING

This calculation is analogous to the book value per
share calculation for a regular corporation —with one significant difference. When the mutual fund accountant
calculates the NAV, he or she values all of the fund's securities at their current market price at the end of each day.
Look at Table 1 for an example of a typical NAV calculation for the fictional XYZ Mutual Fund. Notice that the
listing of assets and liabilities for the XYZ Mutual Fund
provides all the information you need to compute the
NAV per share. It's similar to a balance sheet for other
corporate entities with the following exceptions:
• Assets aren't classified into current and long term.
• Investments are carried at cost under the "Assets" column, and a separate "Net Appreciation /Depreciation of
Investments" is needed for both the "Assets" column and
the "Equity" column. Together, the two asset accounts
reflect the market value of the investment portfolio.
♦ The "Net Appreciation" and "Net Depreciation" of
Investments represent unrealized holding gains and

ASSETS

Cash
Interest receivable
Dividend receivable
Investments at cost
Net appreciation of investments
TOTAL ASSETS (A)

$

1,000
210,500
315,500
247,500,000
10,000,000

$258,027,000

LIABILITIES

Investment purchases payable
Accrued expenses

$ 1,600,000
154,000

TOTAL LIABILITIES (L)

t

1 7RA

NET ASSETS (A – L)

$256,273,000

nnn

SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY

Capital stock
Net appreciation of investments
Capital gains
Income — YTD
Expenses — YTD
Distributions
TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY
SHARES OUTSTANDING

$245,000,000
10,000,000
1,000,000
2,546,000
(273,000)
(2,000,000)
$256,273,000
12,000,000

NET ASSET VALUE (NAV):
$256,273,000/12,000,000 = $21.3561 = $21.36*

*Rounded to two decimal places for financial reporting
purposes.
The NAV per share of $21.36 (for a no-load fund) would appear in the financial pages of a newspaper for the XYZ Fund
or on the Fund's website. An investor purchasing 1,000
shares of XYZ would pay $21,360. Conversely, if a fund
shareholder wanted to redeem 1,000 shares, a check or wire
amount for $21,360 would be sent to the shareholder.
The calculations for the daily NAV are based on the requirements of the '40 Act. Briefly, the '40 Act states that the
accounting records (ledgers, trade tickets for investments,
and all other pertinent information) support the daily valuation and calculation of the fund's net assets and its NAV per
share.

unrealized holding losses, respectively.
♦ The distributions account reduces shareholders'
equity. It's analogous to a dividends account in a regular
corporation.
♦ The respective year -to -date realized capital gains,
income earned, and expenses accrued accounts are disclosed separately.
♦ Equity accounts of a mutual fund are updated daily so
the capital section of the fund changes each day. Traditional corporate accounting updates or closes its capital
accounts on an annual basis.

THEMUTUALFUNDMANAGEMENTTEAM
Now that you've gotten a flavor of how a mutual fund
works, let's take a look at the players. In addition to
knowing the many accounting procedures for a mutual
fund, an investment accountant has to play on a team.
Mutual funds typically have a sponsor who introduces
the product to the market and fields a management team.
Here are the key positions on that team:
♦ Board of Directors As with any corporation, the
Board of Directors has overall responsibility for the
actions and business of the mutual fund.
♦ Fund Counsel— Provides legal advice and opinions
regarding various matters of the fund.
♦ Fund Auditor —The '40 Act requires the fund to be
audited and an annual report issued to shareholders and
the Board of Directors.
♦ Distributor — Responsible for selling shares of the
fund. Fund shares sold through brokers may have a sales
charge, called a "load."
♦ Investment Advisor —Makes investment decisions
regarding purchasing and selling of securities in accordance with the objectives stated in the fund's prospectus
(a detailed description of the fund's structure and objectives that's given to prospective investors).
♦ Administrator — Establishes and maintains compliance
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critical concern of the accounting agent is the integrity
of the fund's daily net asset
value (NAV). Since the NAV
appears in the daily financial
pages of many newspapers, it's imperative that the various components
of the NAV be calculated as accurately as possible. As a means of ensuring accurate calculations, the investment accountant may use a number
of quality control standards to verify
the accuracy of the NAV before releasing it to other interested parties.
One of the quality control checks is
to analyze the change (increase or
decrease) in the NAV from its previous day's value. Similar to a manufacturing accountant, who reviews
the production process and analyzes
the quantity and quality of raw materials, the investment accountant reviews the components of the daily
net asset value to verify the change.
What does he /she look for?
Daily Net Income. A mutual fund's
daily income consists of daily interest earned on the portfolio's debt investments and dividends "going ex"
on the portfolio's equity investments.
Expenses such as management fees,

accounting fees, and legal fees are
accrued daily and subtracted from
the daily income. The mutual fund
accountant asks the following questions: Is today's net income reasonable compared to yesterday's net income? Has the portfolio's earnings
stream been impacted today by investment security activity?
Daily Realized Gains or Losses.
When one or more of a portfolio's
assets are sold, the realized gain or
loss is recognized on the trade date.
The key question is: What portfolio
transactions occurred today that
resulted in a capital gain or capital
loss?
Daily Change in Unrealized Gains
and Losses (also known as Unrealized Appreciation and Depreciation).
The market valuation of the fund's
portfolio changes daily as economic
news or events affect the prices of
various portfolio securities. The net
increase or net decrease in market
value from the previous day's market
valuation is a component of the NAV
calculation. The mutual fund accountant uses market indices (such as
Dow Jones, S &P 500) as a benchmark to compare a fund's NAV

AMOUNT

Daily net income
Daily net realized gain /(loss)
Change in daily net unrealized
appreciation/ (depreciation)

$

3,042.05
57,219.75

Distributions to shareholders

(1,500,000.00)

628,689.42

AMOUNT PER SHARE (4 DECIMALS)

$

0.0002 ($3,042.05 + 12,675,201.525 shares)
0.0045
0.0496
(0.1183)

Net change in NAV per share (subtotal)

(0.0640)*

Previous day NAV -4 decimals

12.1531

Current day NAV per share

12.0891 = 12.09

Total net assets
Current outstanding fund shares

$153,231,778.76
12,675,201.525

Raw NAV (4 decimals)

12.0891

NAV (2 decimals)

12.09

RECAP

Previous Day

12.15

Today

12.09

Net Change from Previous Day
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change in market value to the
change in the index to ensure trending consistency.
Distributions to shareholders.
When the mutual fund's Board of
Directors declares a dividend, an exdate is determined. Owners of the
mutual fund shares on the ex -date
are entitled to this dividend. On the
distribution date, the fund will usually have a decrease in the NAV because the accrued income, dividends, and net gains on investment
securities —which have previously
increased the NAV —are distributed
to shareholders. This sequence of
events is analogous to a regular
corporation distributing a dividend
to its shareholders. The mutual
fund accountant must be sure to
highlight the ex -date NAV when reporting the information to financial
publications.
Using hypothetical numbers, Table
2 provides a sample NAV Proof Sheet
that allows the mutual fund accountant to verify the current day's NAV by
examining the current day transactions affecting the NAV and adding or
deducting the current day's net
change to the previous day's NAV.
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(0.06)*

procedures and internal controls. Also responsible for
various regulatory reporting with the Securities &
Exchange Commission and Internal Revenue Service.
♦ Accounting Agent — Responsible for keeping the books
and financial records of the fund in accordance with the
'40 Act and GAAR Calculates the daily NAV.
♦ Transfer Agent — Responsible for maintaining individual shareholder accounts including processing daily purchases and redemptions of fund shares, for disbursing
dividends, and for providing federal tax information
(1099s) to shareholders.
♦ Custodian— "Safekeeps" the securities of the fund as
required by the '40 Act. The custodian is also responsible
for the movement of cash and settlement of trades for the
fund.
Because of an investment accountant's ongoing daily
interactions with the fund advisor, transfer agent, custodian, and administrator, he or she must be a "great communicator." A fund accountant must reconcile the cash
balance and securities with the custodian on a daily basis,
verify accrued dividends and outstanding fund shares
with the transfer agent, verify transaction totals of portfolio trades, and prepare various other reports as needed by
the client or for internal reporting purposes. And regulatory requirements concerning diversification of portfolio
assets and types of income must be reviewed on a
monthly basis to ensure that the mutual fund will maintain its favorable tax status as a RIC.

HIGHLYCHARGEDATMOSPHERE
In a typical day, an investment accountant oversees a
range of transactional and reporting activities from the
daily accrual of expenses and investment income to the
purchase and sale of investment securities in the fund's
portfolio. In the case of debt instruments —a corporate
bond or a mortgage- backed security— interest rates,
maturity dates, and other pertinent information figures
into the proper accrual of daily income. Likewise, as the
fund sells securities, gains /losses must be calculated and
properly classified as short -term or long -term capital
gains or losses.
At the close of the market —for example, the New York
Stock Exchange —the accountant typically prices each
security in the portfolio and compares the closing market
price of each security with the previous day's closing
price. If a difference between yesterday's value and today's
value exceeds a preset variance parameter, the accountant
verifies the security's price with a secondary source. If the
review process validates the accuracy of the closing price,

the variance is accepted and noted. But if a secondary
pricing source is different from the primary source, the
accountant continues the investigation until he or she
determines the proper closing price.
By 5:50 p.m. every day, the team must transmit the
fund's NAV to the National Association of Security Dealers, and it's the investment accountant's job to deliver.
All of these responsibilities provide a highly charged
atmosphere for learning the mutual fund business and
working with other professionals in the financial services
industry. The investment accountant's day ends when the
fund's books are closed —and begins again the next day
when they open for another series of transactions that
will impact the NAV. Think you'd want to be in the
game? Then your last shot must be the game winner
every time. ■
Joseph F. Gorman, CMA, CPA, is a vice president with
PFPC Inc., a global fund servicing company in Wilmington,
Del. You can reach Joe at-iose.ph.gQrman@pfpc.com or (302)
791 -2565.

Joseph M. Hargadon, Ph.D., CMA, CPA, is associate professor ofaccounting at Widener University in Chester, Pa. You
can reach Joe atioseph.m.hargadon @widener.edu or (610)
499 -4280.

The authors would like to thank the following individuals from
PFPC Inc, for their helpful comments and suggestions:
Steve Wynne, Dianne Galleshaw, Martin Siekierski, Karen Walters.
and Chris Conner. We also thank Lois Racine for her word
processing assistance.
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AREN'T ADHESIVE ENOUGH
TO RETAIN PROJECT
CORE - TEAM RESOURCES.

CONSIDER THIS SCENARIO: Ithas been sixweeks

since you went live with your new ERP (Enterprise
Resource Planning) system. You went live on time
and on budget, but the reality is your once highperformance team is burned out, your group has
N
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the highest resignation rate in the company, and

N
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your responsibilities have increased threefold.
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What went wrong?

a
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We're inundated with information and advice to help
along with other aspects of the project throughout the
us implement ERP systems in less time, for less money,
project life cycle. A retention program will only be sucand with a higher success rate. But these insights primaricessful with the support and concerted efforts of all the
ly focus on the technical and scheduling aspects of the
implementation partners and should be incorporated at
project. Little or no attention is paid to the most importhe project preparation phase.
tant and least controllable factor: the project core -team
The ultimate responsibility of employee retention
personnel. Furthermore, the extent of advice given norbelongs to the company. Project team member turnover
mally ends with the go -live and fails to address the projis so important because in a competitive market a profect dynamics that arise in a post go -live environment.
itable project can turn into an unprofitable engagement
From the company perspective the project go -live isn't
with the loss of key team members. I have drafted project
the end but the beginning of a new era. The main factor
agreements that state "...changes to key project team
that influences success or failure after the consulting
members of the company or implementation partner
team's exodus is the
Will may result in contract
intellectual capital of the
renegotiations."
project core -team. SynerTHE ISSUE I S N' T THE
Both the company and
gy and bravado alone
the implementation part aren't adhesive enough to
NUMBER OF P E 0 P L E TH A T
ner involved must take
retain project core -team
action to eliminate
resources for post go -live
LEAVE AFTER A P R O JECT
employee turnover
tasks such as support,
throughout the project
training, continued
GOES LIVE BUT THE Q. U A L I T Y lifecycle. Partners must
development, and phase
truly develop a value col two kickoff.
OF THE PEOPLE THAT L E A V E. laboration relationship
My own experience
illustrates the seriousness
of the problem. In March 1994, a semiconductor manufacturer in the Silicon Valley implemented a new ERP system. In June 1994, I started working for the company as
an international accountant. By the time I started —three
months after go- live —I was informed that 70 -80% of the
original project team had left the company. Over the next
one and a half years the company retained approximately
eight to 10 consultants at approximately 90% capacity to
fill the knowledge void. These consultants charged $125
to $175 an hour for their services.
On a recent 11 -month ERP engagement the customer
experienced approximately 27 % attrition of key project
team members that impacted information systems
USAT) staff, manufacturing/engineering, financial /business analysis, and sales & distribution.
More precisely, the issue isn't the number of people
that leave after a project goes live but the quality of the
people that leave. The company may experience a mass
exodus and not lose critical skills needed for running the
business. But the loss of "one key project team member"
can result in consulting fees of $28,000 - $38,000.In the
above situation, hundreds of thousands of dollars were
spent on consulting fees after the go -live.
Core -team retention must be planned and executed
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promoting a win -win
environment. The company must staff the team with "committed" employees,
and the implementation partner must encourage team
loyalty and commitment to the project.

SELECTINGANIMPLEMENTATIONPARTNER
One of the most important decisions a company will
make when undertaking an ERP implementation is the
selection of an implementation partner. Often an implementation partner will be chosen as a result of executive
courting. Executives with only a distant relationship to
the project may be influenced to retain an implementation partner based on factors that aren't in accordance
with the project objectives or the implementation
methodology.
A goal of the implementation partner is to develop a
win -win relationship with the company. Like Boy Scouts,
we strive for customer satisfaction, even if that means
disregarding the terms of the contract. This "Boy Scout"
paradox complicates projects during planning, implementation, and, ultimately, during project sign -off. Giving in to a company's requests quickly turns into negative
profit margins, ties up critical consulting resources, and
often leads to customer dissatisfaction as the project
drags on. Over - delivering on engagements and "not

used Windows or a
mouse! Needless to say,
I T' S THE END USERS T HAT
the week -long training
course will have little
RUN THE COMPANY, N 0 T THE
lasting effect.
Both partners must
project.
P RO JEC T TEAM. T H I S FACT
understand
and agree on
Implementation partthe difference between
ners are often chosen
M 0 j g E EMBRACED AND
knowledge transfer and
because they bring a spetraining before expectacific implementation
P L A N N E D FOR A C C O R D I N G L Y.
tions can clearly be set. If
methodology. It's imporexpectations
aren't clear tant that the project team
ly set and no "meeting of the minds" is achieved, one of
understand this methodology as well as any compromises
the two partners will be dissatisfied. A win -lose relation that are written out explicitly or assumed. For example, a
ship
results, and the impact ultimately settles in the bud particular methodology may facilitate a fast implementaget /revenue bottom line of one or both partners.
tion and extremely short downtime, but the assumption
Lack of end -user confidence and competence plagues
is that the ERP software will remain `vanilla:' That means
companies that implement cross - functional systems.
it isn't realistic to expect custom code and deviations
When project team members focus 100% on implement from the standard software package. The software may be
ing new applications and learning new business process extendable to incorporate the required functionality but
es, end -user training is sacrificed. At the end of the day,
may require extensive development and testing. If a comit's the end users that run the company, not the project
pany wants a fully customized system, then it must expect
team. This fact must be embraced and planned for
to have a long implementation and higher project costs.
i

$

knowing when to say no"
teaches the implementation partner valuable
lessons that aren't
forgotten —until the next

system requirements.
Implementation methodology can have a significant
impact on staffing and other company resources. The
accepted methodology may not include custom reports
or output forms. It may be assumed that the company
will provide the resources for these activities if standard
delivered reports and output forms aren't used. These are
usually two of the most underestimated activities with
regard to development time, difficulty of changes, and
resources needed.

PREPARINGFORTHEPROJECT
During project preparation, comprehensive career counseling and development and retention programs should
be integrated with the project plan. Career - oriented
development is designed to instill a sense of belonging.
The project agreement will state the implementation
partners' responsibility regarding training. The critical
point to make is that the company and the implementation partner understand and agree on the roles and
importance of training.
It seems logical to assume that project team members
of an information technology project have basic computer skills. Imagine the first day of a week -long training
course and finding out that half of the class has never

accordingly.
The first three months after go -live are critical since
almost all business processes will be performed. Users
will accept the new functionality or reject the changes.
End users who didn't participate in the implementation,
testing, and design struggle the most during this transition phase. It's important to engage all potential users
early to ensure a smooth transition prior to go -live.
Select long-term employees: The project team should
be made up of the highest - caliber employees who have
been fully integrated into the corporation — individuals
who feel part of a team and will bring added value back
into the team at the end of the project.
• Provide career counseling: Acknowledge performance
and achievements, and discuss how they will impact
future development toward career objectives. Establish
challenging but attainable goals with personnel that will
•

The constraints typically will be available resources and

increase self -worth.
• Define promotion tracks: Employees who are due for

annual evaluations and possible promotions should be
directed to focus on soft skills as well as technical skills to
expedite their promotions. New roles will result from the
changed environment.
Don't neglect financial incentives. Use compensation to
reward project personnel for contributions and achievements made to the project and the company's long -term
April 2 0 0 0
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stability. They can be tailored to specific objectives,
including:
• Project (combat) pay.
• Forgivable loan: a loan made to the employee that's
then forgiven proportionally each period until the loan
balance is nil or forgiven completely at a predetermined
date. I've seen highly marketable individuals willingly
lock themselves in with forgivable loans.
• Bonus.
• Stock /stock options.
• Comp -time on a weekday: Comp -time is one of my
favorite rewards for extra effort and long hours on a project. Comp -time sends the message to the employee that
he or she is more important than project deadlines. This
is a personal favorite of mine and the easiest to apply.
Before choosing the incentive, the project manager
needs to ask, "What if this person left the company, and
what motivates this person ?"

EXECUTINGTHERETENTIONPROGRAM
The retention program must be executed with the same
fervor as the execution of the project plan to increase the
likelihood of retaining key employees after the project
goes live. Employees should be recognized informally,
both as a team and individually, for their efforts and
achievements that exceed expectation. A more formal
process can be used to align career counseling and project
performance to identify opportunities with the employee.
During formal evaluations the project manager focuses
on the employee's possible roles and contributions to the
company after the project go -live. The employee must be
reassured that he or she is an integral part of the corporation's future.
The success or failure of a retention program will be
evident during the project transition. This is from the
point after go -live and before the project team is disbursed to their new or pre - project roles. Remember that
the goal of a retention program isn't to reward employees
but to recognize and retain them and the intellectual capital developed during the project implementation.
Managers should focus on long -term commitment by
both the employee and the company, based on mutual
recognition of acquired skills and performance level of
the individual, when the project team is reintegrated into
the company. Both parties must feel they've benefited
from the project experience and will benefit from future
contributions of the employee. The reintegration plan
sets the foundation that incorporates the project mission
and the corporate mission, thus aligning the employee
58
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skills with the new roles and responsibilities that arise.
Project super users are most capable of performing critical roles such as technical and application support and
trainer and change management facilitators.

PREPARINGFOREXODUS
It's the responsibility of the customer project team to
acquire the skill sets to support the new business environment. Consultants are responsible for conducting knowledge transfer as defined by the implementation
methodology. Unfortunately, the measurements for
knowledge transfer are subjective, and often deficiencies
aren't identified until the implementation partner has
gone. Further complicating efforts are consultant and
employee turnover and ulterior motives that may develop
as the project progresses.
The burden of employee retention must rest with the
project manager. The consulting partner has an ethical
obligation to refrain from recruiting project core -team
members or encouraging team members to become
consultants themselves. Many consulting companies,
such as HP Consulting, have a standard "no recruiting"
clause that prevents recruiting of customer core -team
members by HP and vice versa for one year after project
completion. The customer should insist on this type of
agreement.

MEASURINGSUCCESS
The project manager of an ERP implementation can no
longer target the project go -live as the end of his or her
responsibility. He or she must instead prepare the team
for integration back into the company to carry out the
corporate mission. The project mission statement must
include ownership of the new business environment. Success can no longer be measured with budgets and deadlines alone. The measure of success must include
development of personnel committed to the corporation
after the project's end. The corporation must be equally
committed to the increased value these personnel add to
the company. Management tools such as retention and
compensation programs, promotion and career counseling, and bonuses in the form of dollars or securities
matched with a predefined time period acknowledge performance and signal opportunities that lead to a win -win
partnership. ■
James M. McKinley is a technical consultant with
Hewlett Packard. He can be reached by e-mail at
jAm—es–mckinle,y@hp.com.
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IN LATE 199 5, SHANE JONES was working on converting a

manual for a service group at Western Wireless in the state of
Washington. Eventually, the 400- to 500-page manual was rendered
into an electronic format that could be accessed by a browser
over a company intranet. It was the open and distributed nature
of the Internet that made the effort possible.
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$200 and $400 a month per project
to have eProject.com host the information on its servers. During that
year, there were improvements to the
back end, and a project calendar, a
to -do list, and a contact directory
were added to the application. eProject.com uses the Internet to connect
members on a project team anytime,
anywhere with a project calendar
holding tasks, messages, and documents. Access is secured with a pass-

CEO Shane Jones presented a
new plan to the board and his
employees. "WE ARE AT A
CROSSING POINT;' he explained.
"WE NEED TO GO BROAD WITH
THIS AND PUT IT OUT FOR FREE."

Not everyone liked the idea.
For the initial year and a half, the
company was very cautious. Its first
customers were in architecture and
construction, and eProject.com, a
small company of five then, had
been given a lot of advice about not
competing head -to -head with Lotus
and Microsoft --- companies that
were in the same space. Shane
remembers being told, "Focus as
tightly as possible on just the architects, the engineers, and the contractors involved in the construction
industry, and find yourself a niche in
that space.'
And so the first year passed. The
focus was fixed, there was slow
growth, and customers paid between

word, and project members can be
given or denied access to the "public" and "private" tasks.

THENEXTSTEP
In late 1998, the find - your -niche
strategy was beginning to bother the
CEO. Jones realized his company's
tool could have a broad application
in a variety of industries and that
there was an inherent contradiction
in limiting eProject in the open system in which it was swimming, the
Internet. So, he presented a new plan
to the board and his employees.
"We are at a crossing point;' he
explained. "We need to go broad
with this and put it out for free.' Not

everyone liked the idea.
The advisors and the principal
board member, Shane's dad, wanted
to stick to the game plan and concentrate on construction. Nor were
all the employees on board with the
CEO on this idea. After all, they
could be making a lot more money
elsewhere, and if the new plan failed,
the energy they had spent at eProject
would be just so much time wasted
out of their careers.
Yet there were companies that
already had used the strategy successfully. Hotmail had given free email to anyone who had signed up
for it, but they were "selling" a program that was one of the original
killer apps of the Internet —e -mail.
Shane's collaborative application was
different. Not everyone understood
what eProject was about.
The ideas that catch on on the
Internet do so rapidly because of the
"viral" nature of the medium. eProject was hoping for just that kind of
contagious enthusiasm, but its
experiment could have been terminal. The company had no fallback
plan. In Shane's words, "It was do or
die —there was no in- between:' The
customers eProject.com had would
have to become part of the free plan,
and if it didn't work, the company
couldn't go back later and charge for
what it had been giving away.
"And you had to give the plan a
chance," Shane explains. "If you look
at the way our customers ramped up
over the course of the year, you
wouldn't be able to tell in the first
three months that this was going to
be the home run that it's turning out
to be. We were on the first part of
that chart, and you have to give it
nine months to a year to tell because
of the exponential nature of this."
And if the experiment produced
only 1,000 to 2,000 customers after a
Ap ri l 2 0 0 0
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Shane spent the next year doing
Internet and intranet consulting.
During that period, he wrote a program that would help people manage projects — collaborating online,
using only their Internet connection
and a browser. He worked on it
mostly at night over two and a half
to three months, and the company
he built around it, eProject.com''',
was born in July 1997 with Jones as
president and CEO.
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If the experiment produced
only 1,000 to 2,000 new
customers after a year,

Shane said, "WE'D BE IN A
LOTOFTROUBLE."
year, Shane said, "We'd be in a lot of

eProject had 2,000 customers. On

with the largest software companies.

trouble' Actually, it did much better

March 10, 2000, the number crossed

Charge nothing and grow like crazy

than that.

the 25,000 mark. Today, eProject.com

has proved to be a sound business

gets about 200 -300 new users each

strategy for a start -up with little
more than just a great idea.

In February 1999, eProject.com
decided to offer its service for free.

day —about what it would get in a

The company had 200 customers at

year when the company opened its

the time. About five months later,

doors. The staff of 40 is growing, and

coinciding with the second anniver-

Shane's company is no longer hiding

During the year of geometric growth

sary of the company (July 1999),

out in a niche to avoid competing

and zero profits it was a struggle.

BUTWHOPAYSTHEPAYROLL?

Taking on other consulting jobs
helped, but despite the hardships,

o08LETA, -.

eProject continued to develop its
product. It questioned users about
ways to improve the application, and

'his past December, while attending
Project World in San Jose, Calif., I

what has evolved is a line of products: eProject express, eProject Plus,

saw my first demonstration of

eProject co- branded solutions, and

eProject.com. It's a great program,

eProject enterprise servers. The free

but the young company rep really

product, eProject express, is a fullfeatured, online project management

got my attention when he said that
it was free. Not free to use for one
leek, or free when you sign up for

le other product or service —it was
no-strings free. We talked a little more about
how the company could survive with a zero-profit flagship, and I asked if
it would be possible to arrange an interview with the CEO. He said sure,
and when I asked who the CEO was, he sort of grinned and said, "That
would be me." I was talking to Shane Jones, CEO and president of
eProject.com. I have since found out that Shane is 23 years old and that
eProject isn't his first startup. He began his first company, American
Apartment Outfitters, when he was still in high school —he was 15 then.
The company sold and delivered household appliances from manufacturers' warehouses to apartment owners.

application that works very well. I
used it to track the development of
this article (scheduling, contacts, artwork, e-mail communication, and so
on). Express will continue to be
offered to anyone with an Internet
connection and a browser. The Plus
version has more features, can handle multiple projects, is hosted on
fully redundant mirrored servers, is
backed up daily on tape, and has
24/7 monitoring and support. The
service can be hosted by eProject
(you pay per project —about $300
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projects involve everything from

e-Profit:HighPayoffStrategies
forCapturingthee-CommerceEdge

receivables matching to lockbox
upgrades and are of varying complexity. One project has 700 tasks

Peter S. Cohan's background suits the sub-

that are monitored by the entire

ject he writes about. Cohan has a B.S. in

team. Freeman says that one of the

electrical engineering from Swarthmore

program's greatest strengths is that

College, an MBA from the Wharton School,

"It [brings] a sense of community to

and graduate work in computer science at

project teams." This is a result of the

MIT. Both his previous book, Net Profit, and

notification and messaging ability of

his current book, e- Profit, examine online

the program. Members can be noti-

commerce —the economics and the

fied by e -mail as each task and docu`

technology.

Cohan begins with a discussion of high -payoff e- commerce applica-

ment is completed or edited.
Freeman prefers using the hosted

tions, using case studies of those who have succeeded and those who

version of eProject because for

bogged down with low -payoff applications. And as he does throughout

Citibank /Citigroup it's less expensive

the book, he distills the experiences down to practical rules such as,

and there are no management or

"Avoid investing in e- commerce initiatives where the vision for the tech-

upgrade problems.

nology is clearer than the economic benefit to participants."
In part three, the author provides financial executives with a seven -

ARACENOTAWAR

step process for an e- commerce project financial evaluation that relies

Wh a t e Pr o j e c t d i d l oo k s v e ry d a r -

on process mapping and activity -based costing.

ing— especially to those who view

Because the shift to an e-commerce strategy can be a radical change,

commercial exploits as some kind of

Cohan devotes a chapter to getting senior management online and fol-

warfare. More than daring, though,

lows that with a chapter that has six principles for evaluating e-com-

what Shane did with eProject was

merce options that begin with the involvement of senior management

very smart. When you use his prod-

and end with competitors and customers.

uct, you realize that it fits the culture

Throughout the book, Cohan always refers to the real world with specif-

of the Internet perfectly. It's collabo-

ic examples. For instance, when he isolates three kinds of change

rative, depends on the free flow of

processes, he doesn't define them as economic abstractions. He uses

information, and works best when as

Microsoft's E- Procurement to exemplify incremental change, Merrill Lynch

many as can be are involved —all

for reactive change, and HealthAxis.com for controlled change.

hallmark qualities of the Internet.

An entire section of the book is devoted to building an e-commerce in-

Right now, competition in Inter-

frastructure using companies like Charles Schwab and eBay as models.

net space more closely resembles a

The architecture is explained in understandable terms, and the author

race than a war. Those that are win-

gets into specifics such as how you should select an e- commerce soft-

ning are those who best understand

ware provider.

the driving forces and are willing to

Peter S. Cohan's e- Profit provides a substantive overview of the busi-

ride with them, not against them.

ness and technical considerations that face anyone considering an on-

Will the Internet be changed by an

line strategy. The book is published by Amacom- American Management

invasion of commercial forces? Per-

Association (www.amanet.or¢).

haps, but another interesting way of
asking the question is, "Will the

per month) or you can purchase it
and install it on your own servers
(about $15,000).

came across eProject.com. He did

invaders be changed by the country

find them online, and he did try out

that they occupy ?" Perhaps the real

the free eProject.com express ver-

Internet revolution is just beginning

sion. He was very impressed. Today,

with companies like eProject.com

Citbank/Citigroup in New Castle,

he has 80 -100 people working on

outfitting the right kind of ship and

Del., and the technology integration

eight major projects enrolled in the

charting a course that uses the

manager, doesn't remember how he

Plus module hosted by eProject. The

currents. ■

Todd Freeman, a vice president at
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dozen years ago, pioneer-

benefit the entire company and

ing companies began

drive the growth of revenue and

consolidating finance func-

share value. Advisors can base

tions into "shared services" centers.

recommendations on information

They reasoned that handling all

that's standardized worldwide, and

transactions in one place would save

managers can use "apples to apples"

millions of dollars. They were right.

comparisons to make better strate-

Now these companies are moving

gic decisions. Sixteen of the top 20

beyond their original aims and are

Fortune 500 companies use shared

bringing in other functions like

services centers. For example:

human resources and legal. They're

♦ Ford reduced its worldwide

also linking their centers into

finance headcount from more than

regional and global networks and

14,000 to about 3,000. The center

leveraging their capabilities.

supports 300,000 Ford employees

The centers create values that
expand beyond administration to

and $125 billion in sales.
♦ General Electric cut its U.S. transAp r i l 2 0 0 0 1 STRATEGIC FINANCE
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action staff to one - fourth its original
size. The smaller staff provides analytical insights as well as low -cost
administrative work.
Almost all users report success,
though poor planning and implementation can lead to squandered
benefits. To make sure your company heads in the right direction, suggest that implementers follow these
12 steps. They're based on extensive
personal experience and a just -completed global research project.

OW
N
M
I ANAGEMENS
TUPPORT
The corporate world now knows
what success looks like, and it knows
that success starts at the top. Companies that have tried to implement
shared services with lukewarm management support report slower
progress and more difficulty getting
business units to cooperate. Success
means crossing functional borders,
and without management's support,
such borders can become barriers.
How do advocates of shared services win management's mandate?
They justify the investment by showing that savings will far outweigh the
cost. And the savings can be impressive: Improvements in productivity
typically reach 30% or more.
For best results, shared services
should report to top management.
In some companies, the center is a
separate unit reporting directly to
the CEO. In others, it reports functionally but with "dotted line"
reporting to a steering committee or
advisory board. Being "at the table"
with business unit leaders gives
tremendous visibility and helps win
buy -in to strategic plans.

OPLAN
FOR
SUCCESS

Planning means setting the right
goals. Companies reporting the
highest return on investment placed
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the greatest initial emphasis on
redesigning processes while reshaping their organization and technology to support the redesign. Instead
of installing a whole new technology,
most moved from a dozen or more
systems to just two or three. They
also emphasized enabling technologies such as workflow management
and interactive voice response.
Companies reporting the worst
results saw technology as their savior
and installed new systems without
first solving the problem of how well
they would enable the redesign of
the processes. Companies that
focused only on consolidating on the
organizational level, without reengineering their processes and technology, also report disappointing
results. Other planning pitfalls
include reducing costs too sharply,
ignoring commonality and overly
customizing processes, and focusing
too much on technical skills and too
little on customer service.
It normally takes two to three years
to complete the initial consolidation
and reengineering. After that, companies that handled the implementation
well generally report improvements
of 6% to 10% per year. Moving to
ongoing end -to -end process reengineering can lead to annual improvements of 20% or more.

OCOMMUN
C
IATE

Good communications are critical,
especially among business units that
will become the center's internal
customers. Typical communications
tools include videos, e-mail, Q &A
handouts, and websites. Some companies take the center's employees to
the business units and the customers
to the center.
One major communication failing
is an inability to drive the message
down through the organization.

Communicating only a single viewpoint ignores the interests of other
groups. Some companies develop two
sets of communications materials, one
for center employees and the other for
customers. Others try to build relationships between the center's people
and their counterparts at the business
units before consolidation.

OBU
LID
A
STRONG
STAFF

Some companies set up shared services centers as completely new entities. Wages are usually the main
priority. Other concerns include a
location with a well- educated work-

force, good transportation and
telecommunications, superior
schools, an attractive environment,
and, for global companies, access to
language skills.
Companies that start with a whole
new staff generally report good
results. They can hire people for
their strengths and train them in
specific skills. Because such employees choose to join the center, they're
likely to be highly motivated.

Companies that staff centers with
current employees have a more difficult time. Many job descriptions
won't match the skills of the
employees, and retraining may be
difficult. Some employees may see
shared services as the "enemy" and
resist change.
Some companies choose a middle
route, building a staff from current
employees and new hires. In most
cases, prospective employees are
required to demonstrate their suitability through tests and interviews.
Current employees may face less rigorous standards.

A major decision in both hiring
and training is to decide whether to
emphasize technical or interpersonal
skills. Most companies look for both
but give more weight to interpersonal skills. A number use role - playing
to see how well candidates will interface with customers.

@CREATE
A
NEW
CULTURE
Most companies try to develop a
center culture distinct from the rest

of the company. The typical center
has a relaxed atmosphere with an
open office structure. Employees
often wear casual clothing.
A key goal is to "empower" work
teams. During consolidation, layers
of management are cut sharply, and
teams and individuals are given
more responsibility and are empowered to make decisions previously
made by managers.
Many companies introduce flexible schedules, telecommuting, and
time off in exchange for hard work
during crunch times.

0 MO
V
TIATEMPLOYEES

Because the typical shared services
center has a very flat organization,
generally just three layers, opportunities for promotion are limited. At
first, the excitement of being
involved in something highly innovative will motivate most employees,
but long -term success requires the
development of nontraditional
career paths. To prevent stagnation
or "retirement in place," most centers
use job rotation. Some encourage
transition to and from business
units, but everyone's skills aren't
always a good match, and some skills
are in greater demand than others.
(Now, for example, employees
trained in SAP are in strong
demand.)
Most companies use traditional
incentives such as gifts, awards, and
bonuses. New types of incentives
include:
♦ Pay at Risk: A percentage of compensation, say 5 %, is paid only if
goals are met.
♦ Stretch Goals: Employees receive
a bonus for exceeding goals.
♦ Up or Out Programs: Employees
in the lowest 10% either improve,
move to another job, or are terminated.

Companies with "pay at risk" and
"stretch" goals generally base
rewards on team rather than center
performance. In "up or out" programs, one goal is to shift struggling
employees to jobs that are a better
fit; another is to force turnover and
bring in new people and new ideas.
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Companies that simply consolidate
functions and go no further will cut
costs and improve productivity, but
after a few years, they'll experience
no further gains. Realizing additional gains year after year requires an
ongoing program to measure and
improve performance.
Some companies include funds
for continuing improvement in their
annual budgets. Measurements help
pinpoint where this capital will do
the most good.
Customers who provide "quality
inputs" to the center save money;
those who provide poor inputs add
to everyone's costs. Measurement
identifies which performance to
reward and which to penalize.

O
N
ICREASE
COOPERAO
TIN

In some centers, responsibility for
performance falls entirely on the
center staff. As a result, internal customers have no incentive to improve
the quality of their input, yet a number of centers encourage customers
to improve their performance. This
is one area where peer pressure can
be highly effective.
One approach measures performance internally across the various
customers served and externally
against best - practice companies. A
council of internal customers
reviews the costs of the various business units. If one unit's costs are
excessively high, that group's peers
Ap ri l 2 0 0 0
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ask them to either justify costs or
modify their demands. This keeps
everyone focused on collective performance and eliminates the extra
costs —and the politics— associated
with allocations and chargebacks.
Some shared services organizations use chargebacks to improve
customer performance:
♦ Billing nonstandard processes
separately —at higher or actual cost.
♦ Weighting costs to customers by a
quality factor such as "first pass
match rate" (the percentage of time
a receipt correctly matches the order
and invoice information).
♦ Charging for the actual time spent
on client work.
Other companies work with internal customers to find the best overall
value rather than the level of service
that costs the least.

OOVERCOME
PROBLEMS
OS
FCALE

It takes roughly 100 people to make
a shared services center worthwhile.
Companies that fall short of that
may turn to joint ventures, consortiums, and outsourcing. (The "Big 5"
accounting firms, start -ups, and
some banks and utilities now provide outsourcing services.)
Midsized companies may prefer
joint ventures or consortiums to
outsourcing since they provide more
opportunity to control costs and
capture savings. Smaller companies
may choose the short -term advantages of outsourcing. As more companies begin offering outsourcing
services, competition should drive
down the costs and force providers
to share more of the benefits.
Despite lack of sufficient scale,
some companies establish centers
anyway. Australia and New Zealand
have a number of centers with about
100 or fewer employees. Such centers
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provide prospective partners for
companies seeking joint ventures or
consortiums.

OCONTRO
G
LROWTH

A single global center for all administrative functions sounds perfect,
but once a center grows beyond 500
to 600 people, size increases become
counterproductive. One solution is
to simply build another center;
another is to manage some processes
out of a global center while keeping
others in regional hubs. The trend is
likely to be toward global centers of
process excellence (one global travel
and expenses center, one global
accounts payable center, one global
revenue cycle center), but we aren't
there yet.
Standardizing all transaction
information worldwide at a single
site makes it easier for management
to make strategic decisions. Yet the
same goal can be accomplished from
multiple sites provided the information is standardized. The key is global process ownership and a
management that can develop standards and ensure they're followed.

@GA
N
L
IEVERAGE
THROUGH
OUT
SOURC
N
IG
Companies that have taken the outsourcing route warn that costs can
prove higher than expected; most
outsourcers demand that customers
do transactions their way or pay
extra for nonstandard work.
Still, some large companies out source when:
• Wage rates and benefit structures,
if kept in- house, would grow significantly higher than outsourcing costs.
♦ There's high risk the in -house
workforce may unionize.
♦ The company can't invest funds in
administrative services during tight
times.

♦ Because of high overhead, the
company's costs are higher than an
outsourcer's.
♦ The corporate culture precludes
building an entrepreneurial culture.
♦ Moving to shared services will
cause too much disruption.
♦ The company is too small to support a shared services organization
and lacks the marketing expertise to
sell outsourced services to others.

®MAKE
TRANSACT
O
INS
D
SIAPPEAR

The ultimate goal is to make transactions disappear. In this final stage,
business processes are designed so
that administrative work is performed as part of another process.
One example is the pay -on- receipt
idea: As goods are logged into the
computer as received, the whole
accounts payable process is taken
care of automatically, using pricing
information in a central database.
Administrative transactions are "distributed" throughout the company
and built into other processes.
Because standard transactions are
handled automatically, the staff deals
only with exceptions.
Money that had been spent on
transactions goes elsewhere —into
research and development, lower
prices, and, of course, higher profits.
This is the ultimate benefit of
shared services —and the ultimate
success. ■
Robert Cecil is a partner with Gunn
Partners Inc., an international
consulting firm that helps companies
improve the relevance, value, and
productivity of administrative functions. He has 13 years ofconsulting
experience coupled with five years of
corporate experience. You can reach
Bob at (703) 748 -1891 or
bcecil @gunnpartners.com.
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comprehensive electronic commerce forum,"
the iEC (Internet and Electronic Commerce
Conference and Exposition) opened last month
in the Jacob Javits Convention Center.
Here are a few products from the more than
350 e- business companies represented. See
p. 76, "One -Stop E- Commerce Shopping."
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Firewall.

for an individual proxy. It

Secure Computing Cor-

the Intel Internet

poration debuted its

Exchange Architecture

has been integrated with

Sidewinder'T' 5 firewall

hardware acceleration

with extended manage-

technology with the Intel

ment, increased perform-

PA 100 card. There are

ance, and a new feature
set. Sidewinder 5 has a
new graphical manage-

online help, on -board

immediate interests —
embedding buying opportunities in the content the
user is viewing. StartPage
is YellowBrix's personalized "my" page service to
integrate your content
with theirs.
www.vellowbrix.com
Circle No. 51

YellowBrix, Inc., previ-

website in the form of
relevant news and information delivered in real time, and they will also
personalize start pages
and provide contextual
commerce solutions with
IndustryWatchl, Start Page', and Automated
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sorts the data into more

system connections and
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include UPS OnLine®
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a single interface.
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You Need
Delivery.
United Parcel Service has

Courier, OnLine® Host
Access, and OnLine® EDI.

UPS�O nLine• Solu ti on s

The WorldShip shipping
and tracking software
automates addressing and
tracking, imports information from your
address book or other
programs or databases,
and automatically checks

Acrossthelonely
Divide I Michael Castelluccio, Editor
■ THERE ARE SOME PRETTY EXTREME NUMBERS
being tossed around predicting the trillion - dollar -plus future of online shopping, but there's still something
missing. The c onvenience is there —the stores are open

city, state, and zip code

all night, all week; the selection is there — Amazon will

accuracy. It's free from

get you almost anything in print, and a lot that is not;

UPS. Internet shipping
can be scheduled and

DCSI • co n nect s th e
three e- comm erce
spaces .

addressed, cost and times
can be calculated, shipment details can be
searched, and credit card
arrangements can be
made online at
www.ul2s.com on your
online command center.

bot, and you'll have the best prices from s tores around

real -time inventory information to the e- commerce
storefront application,
optimizes warehouse and
carrier selection for each
order, and accelerates fulpaperless picking and

any digital file up to

packing. Order accuracy is
assured through labeling
and manifesting, and a
powerful, configurable
Web -based reporting tool
provides a continuous picture of activity and even
customer content. The
suite of applications that
makes up e- Fulfillment
Advantage includes
Advantage Link (to storefronts), Advantage Source
(matches an order to the
warehouse best able to
handle it), Warehouse
Advantage (engine for fulfillment processes such as
picking, packing, and
shipping), Transportation
Advantage (matches to
best carrier), International
Documentation, Advantage Messenger (proactive
e -mail confirmation), and
Customer Service Advantage. Circle No. 53

integrity and readability —
security is assured with
128 -bit encryption. UPS
OnLine Host Access software links your personnel
to a UPS data center in
real time providing electronic manifesting, tracking, time -in- transit, and
enhanced delivery information. UPS EDI solutions include full- featured
manifesting and billing,
international shipping,
tracking, shipment alerts,
call tags, delivery confirmations, and 24/7 technical support. Circle No. 52

You Need
Fulfillment.
DCSI® announced its
e- Fulfillment Advantage
at the iEC Expo. E- Fulfillment Advantage provides
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major component missing. The stores may have vast inventories, but they're empty. What's missing is everyone
else —there are no people in the stores.
Men Are from Sears, Women Are from Macy's
You would think that the empty store is an ideal environment for one segment of the population. You know,
the group that says, "I like to just go into a store, get
what I want, get on the shortest checkout line, and get
out of there." But isn't that segment the one that does
far less shopping than the other half —the half that
assumes there is a social side to shopping? How is an
online outlet supposed to provide the missing personal
interaction when its online presence is set up with
clicks instead of voices, databases for brains, and a
glass screen for its face?
Putting a Better Face on It
The portals (My Netscape, Excite, and many others) have
tried to personalize their services and to make a personal connection so that you feel they know who you are
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when you walk (click) in the door. Your
name is at the top of the opening
page, and they say (write) hello as the

One-StopE-CommerceShopping
For those ready to set up a business -to- consumer shop, three ofthe major providers
have software /hardware /services packages. They are:

site opens. The page reflects your
choices, but the personalization is like
the interior of your car with your own
seat covers, your presets on the radio,
your objets d'art (or air freshener)
hanging from the mirror —but it's still
just you in there, driving. Where's
everybody else?
The auction site eBay does better
than most major sites solving the
"empty store" syndrome (probably a
major reason for its success). If
you're on eBay to shop, then you're
actively involved with other people; in
fact, you're locked in competition with
them. Go to any page listing items,

Hewlett- Packard
Hardware: A full range of servers from NT -based NetServer to the HP 9000 Unix.
Software: OpenMarket Secure WebServer, Commerce for the Millennium
storefront, and a group of other apps for networking to security. You select
your own database.
Services: HP Consulting and E- Services Support Center.
IBM
Hardware: Netfinity PCs, AS /400, RS6000, and System 390 for the enterprise.
Software: Lotus Domino Go WebServer, WebSphere Commerce Suite for storefront and catalog, DB2 database, and other apps such as IBM Payment Suite.
Services: IBM Global Services grouped by major industries.
Sun Microsystems /Netscape (IPlanet)
Hardware: Full range of servers from low -end desktop to midrange E3500 -E6500
to mainframe class E10000.
Software: iPlanet Web Server, iPlanet MerchantXpert storefront, and other apps
including iPlanet Application Server, Biller Xpert, Certificate Management
Solution, and Portal Server. You select your own database.

and you'll find the ever - present e-mail
addresses of the seller and the bid-

blossoming elsewhere in the country,

icon labeled "Click Me, I'm Human! ",

der along with the encouragement to

and a snapshot of a very large fish

and an instant messaging screen

get in touch with either or both for

that some guy had caught —well,

pops up. Without leaving the page or

answers to your questions. Bid, and

there's no accounting for the neigh-

dialing a phone, the customer is able

you're given immediate feedback (you

bors. This all works very well on an

to type his or her question and read

have been outbid, or you are the high-

auction site, but what's a more con-

the immediate response. The written

est bidder); reload the page, and it

ventional retail outlet to do to human-

conversation has been enhanced

reflects your attempt to move to the

ize its shopping experience?

recently with a new function called co-

front of the line (either your bid and e-

74

browsing. Like someone giving you

mail address are there, or you have

Click Me, I'm Human!

directions to a different department

moved the bid total up). You settle in

The ideal, I suppose, would be to pro-

in an actual store, co-browsing allows

then, elbow to elbow with your fellow

vide a live salesperson or shopping

the store's agent to push a page or

bidders —real people engaged in fun

buddy in the form of a real voice over

link to you —effectively leading you to

commerce. Get tired, and you can
click the community button and go

the IP connection, or, even better,

the merchandise or information you

video and voice over IP Unfortunately,

need. The customer service agent

over to the eBay caf6 —a chat room

we still have to wait for that kind of

and consumer can share Web pages,

where you can pull up an aluminum

bandwidth. In the meantime, an inter-

and the FaceTime service keeps track

chair and hang out for a while in the

esting customer support product fea-

of the activity. When the agent clicks

driveway of the world's largest garage

tured at the iEC (Internet and

to a new page, the service pushes

sale. In fact, there are international

Electronic Commerce Expo) in New

the page to the customer. Almost the

chat rooms also hosted, so you can

York last month might have the

kind of hand - holding you would expect

look in on overseas postings as well

answer for now. Called the FaceTime

from a store with excellent customer

in Canada, the U.K., Australia, and

Instant Customer Suite, it uses

service. You can try FaceTime at their

Japan. I took a quick look in on the

instant messaging along with chat

home page, www.facetime.net.

eBay caf6 this morning, and along

and e-mail management to introduce

It may not be the final answer, but

with the slow e-mail banter of the late

a human presence into what is usu-

instant messaging will put at least

risers, there was a photo posted of a

ally strictly digital. The way it works is

one other person in the store with

snowy scene viewed from someone's

simple. If a customer has a question,

you, and, for now, that's twice as

porch, another of crocuses already

he or she just clicks on a live help

many as before. ■
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Your future is now online
at www.imanet.org

Welcome to the all -new IMA Web site.
You're never more than a few clicks away from
almost everything you need to make your career in
accounting, finance, and information management
more rewarding and more successful.
Click on Interest Groups and select your personal
Industry Sector from among 13 new Intemet- based,
members -only IMA groups. You can trade information, share expertise and network with other financial professionals in the industry in which you work.
Click on IMA News and read the e- newsletter
Strategic TeckNotes, IMA's bi- monthly window on
the technology revolution.
Click on Education, register for the IMA Annual
Conference, then check out the many online, self study and seminar education opportunities we offer.
(You can get up to 20 Professional Education credits
online free.)
Click on Certification and take the most signifi-

cant career step you can: register for the CMA or
CFM certifications online.
Click on Publications & Research, and a wealth
of information is at your fingertips. Browse through
IMA magazines for articles you need or download
Statements on Management Accounting for the
latest professional thinking.
Click on Career Center and find a searchable
database of employment opportunities —and tailor
your search to exactly your requirements.
Click on IMA Benefits and get to know the
amazing range of discounted goods and services —for
your business life and your personal life —for IMA
members only.
Click on www.imant.org and find even more.
The entire IMA world —and your future as a
financial profest Mq

sional —is at your
command.
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Silicon Valley Defends
`Pooling of Interests'
> THE PROPOSAL BY THE
Financial Accounting

their business at some
point.

provide investors with ad-

said, "Before the FASB

ditional data, I believe it

radically changes these

actually provides less

accounting rules to a
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By Gary Siegel, Editor

Practice Analysis

Skills Needed for Entry -Level Management
Accounting Positions
What do management accountants look for in recruits for entry -level positions?
Here are some hiring criteria from the leading -edge companies interviewed for
IMA's Practice Analysis. Companies can benchmark, and accounting educators and
students can evaluate how well their curriculum prepares people for work in the
new world of management accounting.
Grades. For many companies, grades come first.
"Typically, we've got a grade point cutoff," a Caterpillar
accountant explained. "When we start flipping through
r6sum6s, we will look at only the best because we want
people who could be a business manager some day."
But according to a US West financial executive, being a
good student isn't enough. You must be able to express
yourself and understand areas outside accounting, especially those that relate to your business, such as engineering or manufacturing.
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Self - Confidence and Self- Assurance. Several management
accountants mentioned the confidence factor. "The entrylevel people are not very assertive. They are so timid and
scared," observed a Hewlett- Packard accountant. An accountant at a Caterpillar production facility cited universities as the problem. "I think that schools could better prepare people for the work environment ... they have to teach
students how to talk to people and not step on their feet.'
One solution is to do things that generate self -confidence, such as getting a broader education or becoming
involved in sports. Nevertheless, as time passes, confidence will increase. "Once they've been around for a couple of years they find out they were really pretty assertive
all along," said the Hewlett- Packard accountant. "The few
who become real stars are the ones that have that assertiveness to disagree with their manager."

N
J

Accounting Skills /the Basics. It may seem obvious, but

management accountants should be grounded in both
managerial and financial accounting. They also should
take a few management courses to appreciate
and relate to leaders. "The first piece of advice I would give them is to learn the basics," another HP accountant said. ")
very competent in spreadsheets and
sion tools, plus other things like OL.
and reporting products.'
The same view was expressed at
Abbott Labs. An accountant there
advised students to ground themselves in their technical skills: cost
accounting, general accounting, and
financial statement analysis. He also
urged students to take audit, cost ac
counting, and, if possible, operations classes. He noted the value of
classes with teamwork and unstructured assignments. Those skills and
the ability to find information will
be handy in the business world.
Communication, Initiative, and
Leadership. As fundamental as
accounting skills are, they aren't
sufficient for success. "Leadership, it
tive, communication skills. These an
top three. If you don't have these, yc
April 2 0 0 0
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have a place here at Caterpillar," said
one accountant. Indeed, at the company headquarters, some entry -level
employees give presentations to
group presidents after only three to
six months.
At the core of communication
skills is the ability to take a complex
subject, boil it down into easily understood language, and explain it to
nonaccountants. Interpersonal skills
are critical —you should be able to
influence people and must be comfortable dealing with coworkers at
different levels. After all, you aren't
always talking to a peer.
To succeed, you need initiative.
This means taking that extra step,
asking a coworker or supervisor if
they need help, making recommendations after you do the analysis on
a problem, or finding alternatives
and making recommendations to
management. It means following
through to complete the picture.

80

A Boeing executive highlighted the
difference between school and the
work world: The real world "is not
like a test where you turn it in and
get 10 points off because you
screwed up on a number.... When
you get into business and mess up
your numbers, the ramifications are
a whole lot bigger. It's part of your
job and your responsibility to check
every number or to set up a system
where you know that the numbers
are correct:'

comes a higher level of responsibility.
• Develop computer skills.
• Develop writing skills.
• Be patient enough to work in a
bureaucracy and impatient enough
to be willing to change it.
• Be willing to take risk —it's the
only way to grow.
• Be willing to make mistakes,
and don't let them devastate you. Be
smart enough not to make the same
mistake twice.
• Have a good idea of how a

Other Advice to
Students and EntryLevel Accountants

company runs.
• Continually educate yourself,
whether it's formal or informal, taking additional courses or keeping

Critical Thinking. For many companies, critical thinking and its corollary, creative problem solving, are
key. You should be able to step back
and look at something "out of the
box' "The skills that I find the hardest to get in people are analytical
thought processes and critical thinking," said a Caterpillar management
accountant. "Nine out of 10 people
that I see coming here can be wizards at spreadsheets, can manipulate
data effectively, but they aren't very
good at figuring out whether the information in front of them is reasonable or realistic. When you ask,
`Is that reasonable ?' ... the critical
thinking aspect is just not there'

• Accept the idea that training
and education are a lifelong process.
• Be more IT /database savvy.
• Have a passion for the business.
Don't work for a company if you
have no interest in what it does because you're going to be required to
strategically influence that business.
• Understand that business is different overseas. Cultures are different, the way you do business is different, and markets are different.
• Understand relationships between data and how systems work.
• Be able to think logically. If you
can do that, then you can learn almost anything fairly quickly because
you won't be memorizing.
• Have a good business understanding. Be able to look at a business and really understand what drives it and what the key factors are
that make it go well or not go well.
• Be able to do projections, set
goals, and determine a path to get to
that goal.
• Be able to work in a team

Accuracy. Accuracy is crucial. An
error in a calculation could amount
to millions of dollars, which in turn
could lead to an erroneous decision.

environment.
• Be able to apply what you
learn.
• Be mature. I don't know if you
can teach that, but with business
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current.
• Have a process view, be very
process focused, and look at things
not just where finance starts and
ends but as a whole.
• Have high energy and a positive
attitude. Be very proactive.
• Have integrity. If you are going
to become the confidant of the top
management people, if you are going
to be the advisor, they've got to trust
you implicitly.
Practitioners: Are your hiring criteria stated clearly? Accounting educators: How can your curricula be
modified to better meet the demands of Corporate America?
Students: Are you learning the skills
necessary for success? IMA can help
bridge the gap between Corporate
America and Academic America. ■
Gary Siegel, Ph.D., CPA, is associate
professor at the School of Accountancy,
bePaul University, in Chicago and
president of the Gary Siegel Organization, an opinion research and behavioral accounting firm. He is coauthor,
with James Sorensen, of Counting
More, Counting Less, the 19991MA
Practice Analysis. Gary can be reached
at gsiegeI@wppost.depaul.edu.
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What do you do for a living? Bring products to market? Develop software? Roll out IT
systems? Finance start -ups? Construct buildings? Research new technology? Run events?
No matter what you do, there's one skill you need to succeed in today's high -tech, highspeed world — the ability to manage projects. There's simply no better place to build
your knowledge and hone your project management skills than ProjectWorld Boston.
■ Attend scores of information packed conference sessions with case studies
delivered by exceptional project managers.
■ Hear stimulating keynotes by Mitch Albom, author of the #1 bestseller,
Tuesdays with Morrie; and former Harley - Davidson Chairman
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Richard Teerlink.
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products and services from over 90 companies.
■ Share ideas and experiences with other top executives at the Executive Forum and Senior Project Manager
Program. And develop your skills at the Interactive
Pre - Conference Workshops.
Whether you're a seasoned project manager or just getting started, don't miss this
one -of -a -kind educational conference
and exposition. And master the world's
most important projects — yours.
For more information or to register go to
www.projectworld.com or call 1- 888 - 827 -6699.
Mention discount code PGSF to save!
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Internet retailers and nonfinancial
companies, she added.
And banks stand to win from
leveraging the Internet. They'll
probably be able to increase fee revenue from services like online bill
payment and profit from the cross promotional selling of credit cards,
home and car loans, certificates of
deposit, insurance, and stock trading. And they'll be able to save operating costs by reducing the inefficiencies of paper transactions,
monthly statements, credit card
statements, and bills. Now they'll
just have to convince their
customers.

Tips for Managing
Human Capital
To help federal managers develop
good performance measurement systems, a group from the General
Accounting Office (GAO) interviewed representatives from nine
private sector organizations universally recognized as innovative or
effective in strategically managing
their human capital. The companies
are Federal Express, IBM, Marriott
International, Merck, Motorola,
Sears, Southwest Airlines, Weyerhaeuser, and Xerox (Document
Solutions Group).
Here are the 10 underlying and
interrelated principles of human
capital management these companies promote:
1. Treat human capital management as being fundamental to strategic business management. Integrate
human capital considerations when
identifying the mission, strategic
goals, and core values of the organization as well as in operational policies and practices.
2. Include human capital functional staff /leaders as full members
82
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COMMUNICATEA
SHAREDVISIONTHAT
ALLEMPLOYEES,
WORKINGASONE
TEAM, CANSTRIVE TO
ACCOMPLISH.

of the top management team rather
than isolating them to provide after the -fact support.
3. Leverage the internal human
capital function with external expertise. Seek outside help from consultants, professional associations, and
other organizations as needed.
4. Identify the leadership traits
needed to achieve high performance
of mission and goals, and hire,
develop, and sustain leaders according to these characteristics.
5. Communicate a shared vision
that all employees, working as one
team, can strive to accomplish.
6. Hire, develop, and retain
employees according to competencies needed to achieve high performance of mission and goals.
7. Use performance management
systems, including pay and other
meaningful incentives, to link performance to results.
8. Support and reward teams to
achieve high performance.
9. Integrate employee input into
the design and implementation of
human capital policies and practices.
Empower employees by making
them stakeholders in the development of solutions and new methods
of promoting and achieving high
performance.
10. Measure the effectiveness of
human capital policies and practices.

If you want a copy of these findings and some case examples, visit
the GAO's website at www.gao.gov
and search for GAO Report GGD00-28, Human Capital. Key Principles
from Nine Private Sector Organizations. Or you can fax a request to the
GAO at (202) 512 -6061.

Top Trends in Accounting
and Finance
Accounting Principals, a leader in
the recruitment and placement of
accounting, finance, mortgage, and
banking professionals, has just
released its "Top 10 Trends in
Accounting & Finance" that are
emerging across the U.S. Here are a
few.
• Growing small companies and
successful start -ups are hiring
finance and accounting managers on
an interim basis. Particularly in
demand are CFOs and controllers.
• Organizations want finance and
accounting professionals to perform
more analytic functions rather than
transactional functions and to offer
advice as strategic business partners,
not scorekeepers.
• Accounting and finance professionals must be skilled in ERP
(enterprise resource planning) software systems and applications that
are dominating the marketplace.
They also must develop skills in
several cross functional areas, such
as information technology,
accounting, accounts receivable,
and payroll.
• E -mail has become the preferred means of communication.
• Employers are increasingly
adopting casual dress codes, awarding performance bonuses, and
implementing flexible work schedules to be competitive in recruiting
and retaining the best finance and
accounting employees. ■

[PERSPECTIVES]

cont'd from p. 8

terred from applying for membership because of the uncertainty.
There may also be some who might
not want to belong to IMA if the
general membership has no
requirement.
We can make the profession more
aware of IMA and have a greater
impact on more individuals if we
allow the general membership the
opportunity for CPE and encourage
certification. We can truly make a
difference in individual lives and the
profession by making ourselves
available to serve more individuals
rather than fewer. Whether we
believe that 20 hours of CPE is or
isn't necessary, some people believe
that a lesser amount is adequate for
their needs. I prefer to think of IMA
as serving the profession to a greater
extent when we can also meet the
needs of those who would take
advantage of a lesser amount of CPE
rather than excluding them from
membership.
Perhaps through our encouragement and example they might avail
themselves of more CPE than they
otherwise would have. They may
even get to where many of us think
they should be, but they will have
done so because they wanted to and
because they had the freedom of
choice to do so. Please consider your
personal views and that of others as
you choose which path to take.
I would like the National Board to
have the benefit of your input, your
"two cents" so that we can make the
right decision for IMA. Please send
an e-mail message to any member of
the Board, particularly your national
VP, and be certain to discuss this
issue at the chapter and council levels.
I would also appreciate hearing from
you at bkulesza @imanet.or;. Thanks
in advance for your "two cents." ■
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Financial Forecasts
& Budgets
PFP Prov ides T he Flexi bi li ty, Power
and P res ent at i on Q ual i t y N eeded
To Tam e Your T oughes t Projec ts
Pro-formas for Professionals is a
flexible, fully- integrated, easy -to -use
model, designed to help you prepare
complete financial forecasts and
budgets within a very short
timeframe.
Runs in Excel. All formulas are included
and all commands have been automated
Free telephone support — forever.
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The financial
forecasting model
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Pendock Mallorn ltd.
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LEADERSHIP
Leadership. Many have claimed it. One has achieved it.
RobertHalf is the leader in specialized financial recruiting, with offices worldwide.

e- Business Program Manager
New, fast- growing division of a major company is looking for an
e- Business Program Manager. Ideal background will include a
bachelor's degree in business administration (master's degree is preferred) with 5+ years of program and project management experience. Must work effectively within a team environment, including
supervising and motivating team members. Significant technology
and business knowledge is pertinent to this position. All applicants must possess the ability to work under pressure and meet
tight deadlines. Salary to $100K plus benefits.

Senior Internal Auditor
Top -notch international financial services provider is seeking a
Senior Internal Auditor. This position requires 10% travel time.
Must have 2+ years of experience with internal auditing procedures and /or public accounting. Exposure to either the banking
or insurance industry is preferred. CPA, CMA or CIA designations are helpful. Salary ranges from $38K to $58K depending
on experience.

Senior Tax Accountant
Top company is expanding its tax department. Ideal candidate
will possess 4+ years of tax experience in a large corporate environment or large public firm. CMA a plus. Will work with federal, state and local tax issues, payroll tax, property tax, estimate
payments and special projects related to income issues. Should
have experience with partnerships and complicated corporate
issues, with a strong understanding of income flow processes.
Great career opportunities available. Salary to $58K plus
bonuses. Benefits include profit sharing and 401(k).

Controller
Dynamic, privately owned manufacturing company seeks a
controller to start up two international manufacturing facilities.
Ideal candidate must have 10+ years' experience and a strong
knowledge of international business practices, GAAP and financial analysis. Taxation and licensing experience required. CMA/
CPA/MBA preferred. Salary to $100K plus bonuses.

Senior Auditor
Billion -dollar global company is seeking a Senior Auditor. Position will be a key member of the Internal Audit team charged
with executing a worldwide internal audit plan. The internal
audit department utilizes an integrated, value -added approach
to providing independent, professional, objective feedback. The
team will also work directly with management and their staff to
develop solutions that protect the assets and support the goals
and strategies of the company. Excellent opportunity and benefits. Salary to $60K.

Royalty Accountant
Fast- growing public software company has an excellent opportunity for a professional accountant. The royalty reporting and
analysis department is seeking a degreed individual with 5+ years'
experience. Responsible for all analysis and reporting on royalties
tracking system. Excel, Microsoft Office and royalty background a
must. Excellent benefits package. Salary to $50K.

nventory /Cost Accountant
NYSE - traded company is seeking an Inventory/Cost Accountant
to join its dynamic team. This $900 - million division has been
providing innovative solutions and systems to global customers
in the automotive, light truck, heavy duty, railroad, farm and
industrial markets. The ideal candidate will have a BS /BA in
accounting, 3+ years' cost/inventory accounting and SAP or
Oracle experience. Must be growth oriented. Great career
opportunity with exceptional benefits. Salary to $55K.

Controller
Emerging private manufacturer undergoing dramatic expansion
is seeking an experienced professional to fill a newly created
Controller position. Responsibilities include operational analysis,
due diligence on M & A activities, annual budgeting, credit, tax
planning, financial system upgrades and financial board presentations. CPA or MBA is desired. Salary to $105K plus bonus.

Senior Fingacial Analyst
One of the largest and most respected health care companies seeks
a Senior Financial Analyst. Must have CPA/MBA. Responsibilities
include monitoring the financial conditions of physician groups
and hospitals that contract with the organization, analyzing financial statements, calculating key ratios, communicating and presenting the financial status to senior management. Requirements
include broad financial experience including advanced knowledge
of financial and accounting theory. Strong PC skills needed. Prior
healthcare industry experience is preferred. Salary to $55K.

Assistant Controller
MultitiliIIion- dollar retail distribution company is seeking a CPA
to review company compliance with all loan and lease covenants.
Responsibilities include financial reporting, general ledger, inventory, taxes, licenses and fixed assets. Will supervise 1 I people.
Lawson software and IT experience a definite plus. Salary to
$80K.

Senior Analyst
Public Internet company seeks a degreed individual to work
in Operations Planning/Mergers & Acquisitions. Must have 3+
years' related experience preparing annual operating plans, due
diligence on acquisition targets, flash and final forecasts. Strong
organizational and communication skills a must. CPA preferred.
Salary to $55K plus options.

Senior Project Accountant
Growing homebuilder is seeking a senior project accountant.
Main responsibility will initially consist of organizing and
streamlining the accounts payable process between the purchasing and accounts payable departments. Other responsibilities
include month -end closings, working on annual budgeting and
forecasting, as well as special analysis as needed. Prior experience
in a homebuilding environment and accounts payable supervision with financial statement preparation a must. Strong computer skills needed with experience on McCosker software a
plus. Four -year degree preferred. Generous benefits, including
a 401 (k) and liberal holiday schedule. Salary to $45K.

External Report g Manager
He adquarte rs of i nt e rnati onal company se e ks CPA wi th re cent

financial reporting experience. Ideal candidate will have previous
supervisory experience in a large manufacturing company and
strong communications skills. Will be responsible for consolidations, analysis of financial information, account analysis, financial reporting, IT support and audit coordination. This is a highly visible position and requires an individual with the ability to
delegate responsibilities and communicate effectively with all
levels of personnel. Public accounting experience a plus. CMA/
CPA desired. Excellent benefits and salary to $68K.

Financial Analyst
A progressive organization seeks a Financial Analyst with experience in accounting and some capital expenditure expense analysis
exposure. Responsibilities include budgeting, capital analysis and
forecasting. Reports directly to key management within the company. CMA a plus. Full benefits and salary to $55K.

Chief Operational Officer
A rapi dl y growing corporat i on i s i n ne e d of a COO t o manage
its day -to-day ope rat ions. Responsibil iti es incl ude managi ng all
phases of operati ons for thi s fast - paced sales e nvi ronme nt, as well

as working closely with the CEO and President. The successful
individual will also be responsible for moving the company into
a larger facility and keeping it on the cutting edge of technology.
The ideal candi date wil l have manage d a l arge company in e xcess

of 100 employees, have a strong background in facilities management and technology and possess excellent communication skills.
Along with an attractive base salary, this position offers a generous stock and bonus package. Salary to $150K.

Director of Finance
Privately held consumer products manufacturer seeks an individual with strong direct store delivery experience. The ideal candidate will have 10+ years' manufacturing, sales and marketing and
cost accounting experience. Familiarity with the development
and execution of information systems for financial controls and
reporting systems desired. Consumer products manufacturing
experience required, and CMA is preferred. Annual salary to
$110K plus excellent benefits.

Accounting Manageru
Large manufacturing division of a public company seeks a
degreed accountant with 3+ years' supervisory experience to
oversee the accounting department. This individual will report
directly to the Chief Financial Officer and will be responsible for
daily accounting transactions and special projects. Strong computer skills required and CMA certification is a plus. 401(k)
with matching, tuition reimbursement and salary to $65K.

Senior Financial Reporting Acco unt, *it
Growth opportunity with international Fortune 500 company.
Responsibilities include financial analysis, month-end close and
preparation of financial statements and forecasts. Will assist with
a variety of projects as directed by CFO. Ideal degreed professional will have 4+ years of accounting and /or finance experience. CPA/MBA preferred. Full benefits and salary to $50K.

Tax Director
Fast- movi ng company has an out st andi ng opport uni t y for an
experi enced Tax Di rector. Responsibili ties include reviewing

compliance of state and federal returns, overseeing financial
reporting of tax accounts and managing federal audits while
minimizing audit risks. Requires 7+ years of general tax
experience. CMA a plus. Salary to $85K.
ior.A ccountant,
Rapidl y growing company provi des an excel l ent opportunit y for

an experienced accountant. Will play a key role in the preparation of monthly financial statements, subsidiary financials and
workpapers related to the annual audit. Will also have the opportunity to participate in the introduction of process improvement
initiatives. Qualified candidates will have a bachelor's degree in
accounting and 2+ years of relevant experience. CPA is a plus.
Salary to $50K.

Chief 'Financial Officer
Growi ng S36- mi ll ion subsidiary se eks a CFO. This posi ti on wi ll

report to the President and be responsible for planning, directing
and overseeing finance, accounting and information systems
activities. Candidate will also assist in identifying acquisition targets and performance of the due diligence process in the acquisition. This position requires 7+ years' financial management experience as a CFO for a small company or corporate controller for
a large company. Also requires CPA and/or MBA with SEC
reporting and exposure to lender relations/transactions. Experience with mergers and acquisitions is preferred. CMA a definite
plus. Salary to $100K plus benefits.

Manager of Financial Analysis,
International public relations firm is seeking an experienced professional. Responsibilities include financial support and analysis
to senior-level management, establishing improved financial
processes and controls, managing the capital expenditure budget
and special projects. The ideal candidate will have a minimum
of five years' experience. CMA/MBA strongly preferred. Salary
to $75K depending on experience.

Seniorr Staff-AccountantA smal l CPA fi rm ne eds an addit ional seni or st aff account ant t o
join it s growing business. Responsibi lit ies wil l depe nd on the

Cost Accountant
Fortune 500 manufacturing company is looking for a cutting edge Cost Accountant. Position provides an opportunity to participate in special projects relating to the ongoing Oracle systems
implementation. Requirements include 2+ years of experience
with standard cost and general ledger and a bachelor's degree in
accounting. Salary to $50K plus comprehensive benefits package.

indi vi dual's background; fi rm wi ll hi re on e it he r t he audi t or the
tax side. Candi dat e must have 2 + ye ars' curre nt publ ic account ing e xperi ence. The chosen candi date wi l l be a mot ivate d, out going t e am playe r who wil l contri but e t o t he future growt h of t he
busine ss. A CPA is de sired, but not re qui red. Full be nefits, profit
shari ng, two weeks' vacati on wi thin the fi rst year of employment
and a fri endly coope rat i ve work e nvi ronme nt. Sal ary t o $50K.

Call now for a FREE copy of the Robert Half 2000 Salary Guide.
For more information on these and other professional opportunities, call Robert Half at 800.474.4253
to be connected directly with your local office, or visit our website at roberthalfcom.
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EDITORIAL ADVISORY BOARD

UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS NEED SHORT -TERM WORK EXPERIENCE.
In pursuit of its objective to align academic teaching with the corporate workplace, the IMA is supporting a program to place university professors in companies for periods of 3 months, 6 months, or 1 year. This practical work experience
helps the professors to understand what is actually happening in the business
world. Additionally, university program accrediting bodies are requiring them
to have recent relevant experience in business. If your firm or company would
like more information about this program, contact our Distinguished Professor in- Residence, Dr. James W. Brackner at 1 (800) 638 -4427, ext. 112 or e-mail
ibracknr @b202.usu.edu. Please visit www.imanet.org and click on IMA News
to read the article by C. S. "Bud" Kulesza, CMA, CFM, "The Faculty Internship
Program at ITT Automotive," which offers a model of how to make this program
work for your firm.
HELP WANTED

EXTEND YOUR PRACTICE

FINANCIALjobs.com —

SELECTIVE TERRITORIES

ON THE INTERNET. NOTABLE

AVAILABLE. If you understand

JOB OPPORTUNITIES!

the difference between accounting

http://www.FINANCLA,L,iobs-com.

data and management information,

Michael Muller, Scott Marlow Agency.

we want to talk to you! Please
call 800 - 888 -6894. www.etek.net.

CAREERMAG.COM
LAUNCHED IN 1994, CareerMag
is the most comprehensive career

GET YOUR
MESSAGE OUT...

resource on the web. Post your resume
and search over 80,000 current job

to 75,000

listings from hundreds of Fortune

financial decision makers

1000 companies. Other features

who hold the

include workplace and job search

key to

articles. Call 888 - 440 -5110 to post a

corporate America's

job or log onto www.careermag.com.

purse strings!

CMA EXAM FLASHCARD REVIEW
SYSTEM. Pass Now... in a FLASH!
Over 1,000 flashcards. FREE information kit. Call (800) 435 -3769. FAX
(609) 724 -0679. Visit http: / /www.
tutorialgroup.com. Mention this
ad for $20 OFF complete set order.
CFM /CPA Flashcards also available.
The Tutorial Group, Inc., 120 Paddock
Drive, Columbus, NJ 08022.
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Ralph L. Benke, Jr., CMA
Germain Boer
Robert Boyle, CMA, CPA, CFPIM
Anthony Joseph Cataldo,
CMA, CPA
Anthony S. Cavalieri,
CMA, CPA, CIA, CFM, CPIM
Anthony Curatola
Robert A. Czekanski, CMA
Rebecca Dillard, CMA, CPA
Donna Forrest, CPA
Bridgette Hobart, CPA
Thomas J. Jordan,
CMA, FHFMA, CMPA
Alfred M. King, CMA, CFM
Edward J. McCracken
C. Mike Merz, CMA, CPA
John G. Mezquita, CPA
J.T. Marty O'Malley, CMA, CPA
Michael D. Osheroff
William L. Paladino
Susan Pierce, CMA, CPA
Grover L. Porter, CPA
William J. Rogers, CMA, CPA
Patrick Romano, CMA, CPA, EA
Annette West, CMA

CMA /CFM REVIEW
GLEIM /FLESHER CMA/CFM
REVIEW. The most effective way
to PASS the new CMA and CFM
exams. Over 5,000 questions. Software
emulates Sylvan computerized exam
format. Books $22.95, Software $35.00,
Cassettes $60.00 per part, total cost!
(800) 87- GLEIM. www.gleim.com.

CMA /CFM REVIEW
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Registered with the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy as a sponsor of continuing professional education on the National Registry of CPE Sponsors. State boards of accountancy have final
authority on the acceptance of individual courses. Complaints regarding registered sponsors may be
addressed to NASBA, 150 Fourth Avenue North, Suite 700, Nashville, TN 372192417, 615580 -4200. IMA
is registered with the North Carolina State Board of CPA Examiners as a sponsor of continuing professional
education. Complaints or comments regarding registered sponsors may be addressed to the North Carolina State Board of CPA Examiners, P.O. Box 12827, Raleigh, NC 27605 -2827. The North Carolina State
Board of CPA Examiners does not accept CPE Credit for reading Strategic Finance and taking a self -study
quiz. IMA Sponsor Numbers: Arizona 275; Delaware CS93; Florida 1 -229; Illinois 158000574; Indiana CE92000121; Maryland 265; New Jersey 313; New York B96 -23; North
Carolina 82 -0158; Pennsylvania PX -4371; Texas 28; Washington 00319; West Virginia 93090 and NASBA 103004. Qualified sponsor of CPE for individuals enrolled to practice
• '
before the IRS (enrolled agents).
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makes it fast and easy to

get the information you need on all the
products and services you see in each issue.
Only get it faster. Simpler. Better.

Now. All you have to do is visit one website:
www.strategicfiinancemag .com /getinfo.
Then select the products, product
categories, or advertisers for whom you want
to receive FREE information.
That's it. You can have the information
delivered to you by e-mail, postal mail, fax,
or even telephone. Or you can click on a link
that will take you straight to the vendor's
website in one easy step.
It's quick. Convenient. Fast.
So next time you're interested in a
product, service, or advertiser, go to
www.strategiefinancemag.com /getinfo.
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Strategic Finance is indexed in the Accounting and
Tax Index and is available via microform and /or electronic databases from Bell Howell Information and
Learning (formerly UMI), P.O. Box 1346, Ann Arbor,
MI 48106 -1346. (800) 521 -0600 or www.umi.com.
Permission is granted to reproduce any of the contents of this issue for use in courses of instruction,
so long as the source and IMA's copyright are indicated in any such reproductions. Written application
must be made to the Editor for permission to reproduce any of the contents of this issue for use in other than courses of instruction —e.g., textbooks and
books of readings or cases. Except as otherwise noted, the copyright has been transferred to the IMA for
all items appearing in this magazine. For those items
for which the copyright has not been transferred,
permission to reproduce must be obtained directly
from the author or from the person or organization
given at the end of the article.
Views expressed herein are authors' and do not
represent IMA policy unless so stated. Publication of
paid advertising and new product and service information does not constitute an endorsement by the
IMA of the advertiser or the product or service.
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Is the Bottom Line
Always South?
financial managers, like doctors and rocket scientists, have their own jargon that because of constant, almost universal usage in the profession elicits instant understanding. For example, revenue "going south" to the noninitiate might summon up images of $100 bills headed toward
Miami. Of course, financial managers know that it means that revenue is going down because south as
depicted on maps is down. When you go down suddenly in an airplane,
something is radically wrong.
"Putting your two cents in," a universal money metaphor, suppos(
i

is drawn from poker when you had to ante up two bits to gain entr)
into the game. Of course, two bits is one quarter, but somehow,
according to language mavens, it morphed into two cents. President
Bud Kulesza (see p. 8) invites members to contribute their "two
cents" in order to participate in the
continuing dialog about the

\4

Institute's future.

0 n

The bottom line is in universal use by not
only CFOs but also by politicians as in, "The bottom line is if we don't
spend the money now it's going to cost much more in the future.'
Fishermen, however, understood the bottom line to be the balance of
the line below the surface of the water, according to sources.
Most financial managers wouldn't appreciate being told their
numbers are all wet.

z

6

9

Everyone avoids being "in the red," an indication that things

W

0

are going south. Wordsmiths trace the origin of this expresMew

U

z

sion back to the medieval monks. Ink was rare and expen-

,0
o

o

o

2
O

sive, so sometimes domesticated animals were bled to fill the
inkwells. It brings new meaning to the phrase: "Our bottom
line is hemorrhaging every quarter." ■
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e're Creditek, the nationally
recognized revenue management and receivables
consulting, project management and
outsourcing company. We have
delivered hundreds of millions of
dollars of incremental cash flow and
profits for our clients.
"S.W.A.T." Project Teams for backlogs in billing, credit, collections,
deductions and reconciliations.

r

Str ate gic Re cei vab les Ou tsourc ing
includes turnkey billing, credit, collections, cash application, and customer
payment deductions.
Con s u l t i n g S ol u t i on s provide best
practices revenue management consulting to compress the revenue cycle,
improving cash flow a nd working
capital.

a
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Au d it an d Re cove ry of Cl a ims a n d
De d u c t i o n s provi des expe rt outsource
and audit programs to validate and
recapture invalid customer deductions,
including "post audit" chargebacks.
Cr e di t ek Ris k M a n ag e me n t
Group, LLC provides domestic and
export insurance to manage reserves
and bad debt loss.
In a competitive economy, you've got
to look at business from a different
point of view. Call us today for immediate, long term solutions.

CRED/ TEK®
End-to-End Receivables Management'"

Of fi c e s N a t i on w i d e

1- 800216-4000
Ask for Rich Lander, EVP, Ext. 358
Circle No. 11
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If You Run Your Business By Projects,
There's Someone You Should Meet.
Allow us to introduce ourselves. We're Deltek. For nearly two decades, we've been busy developing innovative software
and solutions for professional service businesses. So busy that we haven't spent much time making our name known.
Except, of course, for the thousands of companies we serve worldwide.
Accounting & Finance
We could do great things for your business. Our solutions help you win
Customer Relationship Management
more business, strengthen customer relationships, improve your cash flow and
Project Management
boost project profitability. Call us at 800- 456 -2009 or visit our Web site at
Human Resources
www.deltek.com. We'll make you glad you ran into us.
e- Business

DE,.wLTEK
Solutions for project- business success

Circle No. 12

